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Electricity demand is rapidly increasing with growth of population, development 
of technologies and electrically intensive industries. Also, emerging climate change 
concerns compel governments to seek environmentally friendly ways to produce electricity 
such as wind energy systems. In 2018, the wind energy reached 600 GW total capacity 
globally. However, this corresponds to only about 6% of global electricity demand and 
there is a need to increase wind energy penetration in electricity grids. One way to enhance 
the competitiveness of wind energy is to improve its reliability and availability and reduce 
associated maintenance costs.   
This study utilizes a database entitled “Wind Monitor and Evaluation Program 
(WMEP)” to investigate, model and improve wind turbine reliability and availability. The 
WMEP database consists of maintenance data of 575 wind turbines in Germany during 
1989-2008. It is unique as it includes details of turbine model and size, affected subsystem 
and component, cause of failure, date and time of maintenance, location, and energy 
production from the wind turbines. Additional parameters such as climatic regions, 
geography number of previous failures and mean annual wind speed are added to the 
database in this study. In this research, two metrics are considered and developed such as 
  
time-to-failure or failure rate and time-to-repair or downtime for reliability and availability, 
respectively. This study investigated failure causes, effects and criticalities of wind turbine 
subsystems and components, assessed the risk factors impacting wind turbine reliability, 
modeled the reliability of wind turbines based on assessed risk factors, and predicted the 
cost of wind turbine failures under various operational and environmental conditions.  
A well-established reliability assessment technique - Failure Modes, Effects and 
Criticality Analysis is applied on the WMEP maintenance data from 109 wind turbines and 
three different climatic regions to understand the impacts of climate and wind turbine 
design type on wind turbine reliability and availability. First, climatic region impacts on 
identical wind turbine failures are investigated, then impacts of wind turbine design type 
are examined for the same climatic region. Furthermore, we compared the results of this 
investigation with results from previous FMECA studies which neglected impacts of 
climatic region and turbine design type in section 5.4.  
Two-step cluster and survival analyses are used to determine risk factors that affect 
wind turbine reliability. Six operational and environmental factors are considered for this 
approach, namely capacity factor (CF), wind turbine design type, number of previous 
failures (NOPF), geographical location, climatic region and mean annual wind speed 
(MAWS). Data are classified as frequent (time-to-failure<40 days) and non-frequent (time-
to-failure>80 days) failures and we identified 615 operations listing all these factor and 
energy production from 21 wind turbines in the WMEP data base. These factors are 
examined for their impact on wind turbine reliability and results are compared.        
In addition, wind turbine reliability is modeled by machine learning methods, 
namely logistic regression (LR) and artificial neural network (ANN), using the considered 
  
615 operations. The objective of this investigation is to model and predict probability of 
frequently-failing wind turbines based on wind turbines’ known operational and 
environmental conditions. The models are evaluated and cross validated with 10-fold cross 
validation and prediction performances and compared with other algorithms such as k-
nearest neighbor and support vector machines. Also, prediction performances of LR and 
ANN are discussed along with their easiness to interpret and share with others.    
Lastly, using data from 753 operations, a decision support tool for predicting cost 
of wind turbine failures is developed. The tool development includes machine learning 
application for estimating probability of failures in 60 days of operation and time-to-repair 
probabilities for divisions of 0-8hrs, 8-16hrs, 16-24hrs and more than 1 day based on 
operational and environmental conditions of wind turbines. Prediction for cost of wind 
turbine failures for 60 days of operation is calculated using assumed costs from time-to-
repair divisions. The decision support tool can be updated by the user’s discretion on the 
cost of failures.    
This study provides a better understanding of wind turbine failures by investigating 
associated risk factors, modeling wind turbine reliability and predicting the future cost of 
failures by applying state-of-the art reliability and data analysis techniques. Wind energy 
developers and operators can be guided by this study in improving the reliability of wind 
turbines.  Also, wind energy investors, operators and maintenance service managers can 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Wind energy  
 
Wind energy is a natural energy source which is renewable and environmentally 
friendly. Fossil fuel use is being abandoned by governments because of the global warming 
prevention policies. Wind energy is one of the environmentally friendly solutions to global 
warming problem considering the production of 93% of global greenhouse gas emissions 
come from energy-related CO2 emissions [1]. Total wind energy capacity reached 600 GW 
globally in 2018 (Figure 1) [2,3]. However, this still corresponds around 6% of total 
electricity demand worldwide [3].  
 
Figure 1.1 Wind energy installation globally [2,3] 
 
There are still issues to be solved in wind energy systems such as wildlife mortality, 
noise pollution, and deforestation in environmental perspective. As one of the pertinent 
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wind turbines down. International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC)1 60050 standards 
describe reliability as the ability to perform as required, without failure, for a given time 
interval under given conditions, whereas availability is defined as the ability to be in a state 
to perform as required [4,5].  
1.2 Problem description 
 
 Wind turbine reliability is important for switching from fossil fuel energies to 
renewable energy systems since power generation by wind turbines is one of the highest 
growing constituents of renewable energy systems. The first step in improving wind turbine 
reliability is to accurately determine the criticalities of wind turbines and define factors 
affecting reliability and the factors’ level of impact. When criticalities and factors affecting 
wind turbine reliabilities are quantitatively assessed, then design improvements, operations 
scheduling, condition monitoring and spare parts management can be done accordingly. 
There are several wind turbine reliability studies in the literature that assess failure rates of 
turbine components and downtimes of systems, from operations and maintenance (O&M) 
survey data in various countries [6-15]. However, none of the criticality assessments 
reported in the literature have accounted environmental factors and turbine gearing types 
such as geared and direct drive. The published studies offering predictions of wind turbine 
time-to-failure (TTF) do not consider the turbine location and turbine types; furthermore, 
factors that affect the reliability of wind turbines are not comprehensively investigated in 
the literature. Also, the wind industry needs tools to predict the cost of wind turbine failures 
for their decision-making. Therefore, there is an emerging need to contribute and improve 
                                                          
1 International Electrotechnical commission (IEC) is a non-profit organization which publishes consensus-




criticality/reliability analyses. As discussed in detail in the following sections, we expect 
that statistical analyses and modeling can inform manufacturers for design choices, and 
guide operators towards preventive maintenance by helping their understanding of the 
mechanisms of wind turbine failures.   
1.3 Organization of the dissertation 
 
This dissertation contains nine chapters. 
Chapter 1 offers an introduction to wind energy and its importance, states the problem 
addressed by this Thesis, gives the organization of its chapters and summarizes the 
contribution of this work.   
Chapter 2 describes typical wind turbines and subsystems, defines wind turbine 
reliability and availability, and prescribes O&M practices.  
In Chapter 3, research objectives and research questions are listed.  
In Chapter 4, the reliability data used in this research are described, and data processing 
and exploratory analyses are discussed.  
Chapter 5 discusses the Failure Modes, Effects and Criticality Analysis (FMECA) used 
in this study. FMECA considered climatic regions of the wind turbines and two different 
wind turbine types, namely, geared-drive and direct-drive turbines. The FMECA results 
are compared with those from earlier studies.   
In Chapter 6, factors effecting wind turbine reliability are determined via clustering and 
survival analyses. Survival analysis is utilized to assess the factors affecting reliability of 
electrical systems and critical components of electrical systems in wind turbines. 
 4 
 
Chapter 7 presents applications of logistic regression (LR) and artificial neural network 
(ANN) to model and predict reliability of wind turbines based on environmental and 
operational conditions. Also, performances of two other machine learning algorithms 
namely k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) and support vector machines (SVM) are investigated. 
Artificial neural network model was found to offer better prediction than other three 
machine learning methods.    
In Chapter 8, a decision support tool is developed to predict wind turbine failure costs 
based on known operational and environmental conditions by using artificial neural 
network. This tool is aimed to be used by wind farm investors to decide about site and 
turbine type selection as well as for wind farm operators to take or reject offers by third 
party maintenance service providers. Bayesian updating is also utilized to evaluate 
probabilities of monthly time-to-failure and divisions of time-to-repairs based on design 
type of wind turbines along with another operational or environmental condition. 
Conclusions are given and recommendations for future studies are mentioned in 
Chapter 9. 
1.4 Contributions to peer-reviewed literature from this research 
 
1- Ozturk, S.; Fthenakis, V.; Faulstich, S. Failure Modes, Effects and Criticality 
Analysis for Wind Turbines Considering Climatic Regions and Comparing Geared 
and Direct Drive Wind Turbines. Energies 2018, 11, 2317. 
 
2- Ozturk, S.; Fthenakis, V.; Faulstich, S. Assessing the Factors Impacting on the 
Reliability of Wind Turbines via Survival Analysis—A Case 
Study. Energies 2018, 11, 3034.  
 
3- Ozturk, S.; Fthenakis, V.; Paisley, J. Modeling and predicting wind turbine 
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CHAPTER 2: WIND TURBINE RELIABILITY AND AVAILABILITY  
 
2.1 Wind turbine components  
 
Wind turbines are divided into two categories based on their configuration against wind 
flow as Horizontal Axis Wind Turbine (HAWT) and Vertical Axis Wind Turbine (VAWT) 
[1].  HAWT type is commonly preferred nowadays because of its high efficiency [2]. 
Figure 2.1 depicts the components of a typical HAWT [1].  
Wind turbine systems consist of several subsystems and those subsystems consist 
of components to convert kinetic energy to electricity and supply generated electricity to 
the grids. Main subsystems of a wind turbine are rotor blades, rotor hub, drive train, yaw 
system, tower, tower foundation, electrical cables and interconnection system [3]. 
 




A wind turbine rotor consists of blades and rotor hub. Upcoming winds turn the 
blades, thus convert kinetic energy into mechanical energy. Modern turbine rotors are made 
up of three blades which face upwind direction. Pitch mechanism inside the rotor arranges 
the best angle for blades to turn the rotor.  
A drive train consists of rotating parts such as low speed shaft, high speed shaft and 
a gearbox. A gearbox increases the rotation per minute amount which comes from the blade 
rotation and transmits the produced high rotation to the generator [4]. Vazquez-Hernandez 
et al. (2017) [5] stated that 5% of offshore wind turbines and 17% of onshore wind turbines 
globally have direct-drive mechanism which do not include gearbox. The rest of the wind 
turbines have gearboxes to accelerate the rotation from rotor blades.  
A generator is a wind turbine component which converts the mechanical energy 
into electrical energy by using magnetic induction. Synchronous and asynchronous 
(induced) generator types are used in wind turbines, asynchronous generators are being 
used commonly because of their low cost and high performances [4].  
The control system in wind turbine consists of sensors, controllers, electrical 
amplifiers, actuators, computers, hydraulic pumps, valves and microprocessor. The 
functionality of the controllers is to maximize the power production, maximize the fatigue 
life of turbine components and limit the torque produced by drive train [4]. Yaw system is 
used to turn the rotor against the wind direction to get the most out of upcoming wind.  
In order to obtain greater wind speed, the rotor is elevated by turbine tower which 
are made up of steel or concrete. Steel tubular towers are commonly used currently. The 
turbine tower is anchored to the ground by using reinforced concrete foundation. The 
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foundation structure depends on the tower and rotor dimensions. Cables, inverters, system 
motors, switchgears can be counted as balance of system [4].  
 
2.2 Wind Turbine Reliability and Availability 
 
As stated in Chapter 1, International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) 60050 standards 
defines reliability as the ability to perform as required, without failure, for a given time 
interval under given conditions, whereas availability is defined as the ability to be in a state 
to perform as required [6,7].  Wind turbine reliability and availability is investigated by 
many researchers and O&M surveys have been to tackle the challenge of wind turbine 
reliability and availability.  Pfaffel et al. (2017) [8] reviews and summarizes wind turbine 
O&M surveys around the world. They [8] showed failure rate and downtime results from 
CIRCE database with 13,000 operational years data from Spain and Elforsk/Vindstat 
database with around 3100 operational years data from Sweden. They [8] also showed the 
failure rate and downtime results from Huadian database with 547 operational years and 
University Nanjing databases with 330 operational years data from China, LWK with more 
than 6000 operational years and WMEP with 15,357 operational years databases from 
Germany. Furthermore, they [8] present failure rate and downtime results from VTT from 
Finland database as can be seen in Figure 2.2. [8]. It can be seen from Figure 2.2 that except 
for University Nanjing database the rest of the databases show similar results for both 
failure rate and downtime of wind turbines. The rotor system is usually the highest 
frequently-failed subsystem followed by transmission and control system [8]. For 
downtime the highest values are mostly for drive train system followed by rotor and 




Figure 2.2 Wind turbine failure rate and downtime results from various databases around 
the world [8] 
 
2.3 Maintenance practices for WTs 
 
As any other mechanical, electrical and electronic devices need maintenance, wind turbines 
are also in need of maintenance in their lifetimes. Mone et al. (2017) [9] determined 
operations and maintenance (O&M) cost of wind turbines as 14.6$/MWh for a 2MW 
onshore wind turbine in a 200 MW-project, and 49.6$/MWh for a 4.14MW offshore wind 
turbine in a 600 MW-project. The corresponding lifetime expenditures for O&M are 
around 2$M and 14.8$M for the onshore and offshore wind farms, respectively.  
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Maintenance practices for wind turbines can be characterized as preventive and 
corrective. Preventive maintenance can be defined as scheduled maintenance and 
condition-based maintenance. Scheduled maintenance is done upon recommended 
intervals by wind turbine manufacturers and it is generally done on 6-months intervals for 
onshore wind turbines [10]. Condition-based maintenance requires a condition monitoring 
system involving an extra investment cost, but it prevents unexpected high failure costs 
comparing to the scheduled maintenances. Corrective maintenance is, on the other hand, 
done upon a failure which requires repair or replacement. Figure 2.3 depicts this wind 
turbine maintenance categorization [11].  
 
 
Figure 2.3 Maintenance types for wind turbines [11] 
 
There are several condition monitoring techniques that can be used in scheduled 
maintenance as well as in condition-monitoring based maintenance. Tchakoua et al. (2014) 
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[12] summarizes possible failure mechanisms and related monitoring techniques for wind 
turbine systems and components as can be seen in Table 2.1.  
There are two types of preventive maintenance in terms of application such as 
destructive testing (DT) and non-destructive testing (NDT) for components and subsystems 
of wind turbines.  
The main DT methods for wind turbine condition monitoring are: 
• Oil Analysis (OA) applied to determine the quality of oil inside a wind turbine 
gearbox whether there is debris contaminant because of a damage in bearings and 
gearings in a gearbox [12].  
 
• Electrical effects applied to electrical equipment such as motors, generators and 
accumulators in a wind turbine [13].   
 
• Shock pulse method (SPM) used to detect damages in a bearing using transducers 
by reading the signals [13].    
 
The main NDT for components and subsystems of wind turbines are: 
• Ultrasonic testing techniques (UTTs) which are applied on wind turbine towers and 
rotor blades to determine surface and subsurface structural deterioration [13].  
 
• Visual Inspection (VI) is one of the oldest condition monitoring technique which is 
applied for identifying a problem that would not be identified by other condition 
monitoring technique such as loosening of parts, connections, oil leakages, 
corrosion, chattering gears [12].   
 
• Vibration Analysis (VA) applied to WT components such as shafts, bearings and 
rotor blades and subsystems such as gearbox [13]. Vibration sensors are attached 
to the investigated component surface and data for frequency of the vibration of the 
component is investigated.  
 
• Strain Measurement (SM) applied mostly to wind turbine blades by using strain 
gauges to quantify stress level in situ and forecast lifetime in a laboratory [13].   
 
• Acoustic emission employs transducers and optic fiber displacement sensors to 




• Thermography is mostly used for detecting hot spots in electrical and electronic 
equipment as well as rotor blades by using infrared cameras [13].   
 
• Performance monitoring can be used as wind turbine condition monitoring 
technique by utilizing data such as power, wind speed, rotor blade angle and rotor 
speed [13].  
 
• Radiographic inspection is applied to reveal tight delaminations or cracks in a wind 






Table 2.1 Summary of possible failure mechanisms and related monitoring techniques for components and subsystems of wind 














Torque, AE, SM, and VI 
Bearings Spalling, wear, defect of bearing shells and 
rolling element 
Vibration, OA, AE, SPM, 
and performance 
monitoring 




Main shaft bearing Wear, and high vibration Vibration, SPM, 
temperature, and AE 
 
Torque, power signal analysis, 
thermography, AE, and 
performance monitoring 
Mechanical brake Locking position Temperature 
Gearbox Wearing, fatigue, oil leakage, insufficient 
lubrication, braking in teeth, displacement, 
and eccentricity of toothed wheels 
Temperature, vibration, 
SPM, OA, and AE 
 
Generator 
Wearing, electrical problems, slip rigs, 
winding damage, rotor asymmetries, bar 
break, overheating, and over speed 
Generated effect, temperature, vibration, SPM, torque, power 















Component or subsystem monitoring 
 
Auxiliary systems 
Pitch system Pitch motor problem - 
Hydraulic system Pump motor problems, and oil leakage Performance monitoring 




Control system Short circuit, component fault, and bad 
connection 




Thermography and VI 
Power electronics Short circuit, component fault, and bad 
connection 
Current consumption, and 
temperature 
High Voltage Contamination, and arcs Arc guard, temperature 
 
Tower 
Nacelle Fire, and yaw error Smoke, heat, flame detection  




System transformer Problem with contamination, breakers, 
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND QUESTIONS  
 
3.1 Research objectives 
 
The essential goal of this research is to use and develop statistical tools to accurately assess 
wind turbine reliabilities, availabilities and failure costs considering environmental and 
operational factors in order to assist wind turbine manufacturers for design decisions, wind 
farm operators for O&M activities and inform other stakeholders such as insurance 
companies, government officials and wind turbine researchers. Specifically, statistical 
tools such as failure modes, effect and criticality analysis (FMECA), clustering and 
survival analyses and Bayesian updating, are expected to reveal failure and downtime 
behaviors of wind turbines, subsystems and components depending on the operational and 
environmental conditions and, thus, inform the wind energy community about wind turbine 
reliabilities and availabilities.  Machine learning applications such as logistic regression 
(LR) and artificial neural networks (ANN) are expected to build data-driven models to be 
used as decision support tools by the wind industry. FMECA will be applied to evaluate 
criticalities of wind turbine subsystems and determine the failure and downtime behavior 
of components in critical subsystems, cluster and survival analyses will assess factors 
effecting wind turbine reliability, logistic regression and artificial neural network models 
will model and predict wind turbine reliability, Bayesian updating will predict time-to 
failure and time-to-repair probabilities and artificial neural networks will be used to 
develop a decision support tool to forecast failure cost of wind turbines considering 





3.2 Research questions 
 
The current research addresses the following questions: 
1- Do climatic regions have an impact on criticalities of wind turbine subsystems and 
are there climate driven patterns in component failure rates? 
 
2- Does a gear design have an impact on criticalities of wind turbine subsystems and 
are failure causes and effects different in such type of wind turbines?  
 
3- What operational and environmental parameters may affect survivorship of wind 
turbine system, subsystems and components? Can we model survivorship of 
turbines, subsystems and components based on operational and environmental 
parameters? 
 
4- How long does it take for a wind turbine to fail? How long does it take to repair a 
wind turbine? Do these depend on operational and environmental factors? 
 
5- Can a model tell about probability of being associated with frequently failing 
turbine based on its known environmental and operational conditions? 
 
6- Can we predict cost of failures based on known operational and environmental 


















CHAPTER 4: RELIABILITY DATA  
 
4.1 Database introduction 
 
An operation and maintenance survey, named “Wissenschaftliches Mess- und 
Evaluierungsprogramm” (WMEP), had been conducted over the land of Germany between 
1989 to 2006. Fraunhofer IWES extended this survey and gathered data until 2008. This 
survey included all scheduled and unscheduled maintenance logs for 1500 turbines with 
64,000 individual events [1, 2]. The data collection had been done using a maintenance 
report which is given in Appendix A. 
A part of the WMEP database was available to us from the Fraunhofer Institute; 
this has a total log of 33,098 events for 628 turbines for this research. Date on turbine 
coordinates covered 575 turbine locations. This part of the database covers the same period 
with the original WMEP database but required pre-processing because of missing data. 
There are missing data either in the start and finish date and time of the events or event 
types. The pre-processing for obtaining a complete dataset reduced number of logs to 
31,494 events with 628 wind turbines and 575 of whose coordinates are known.  
The WMEP database includes the following pieces of information [1]:      
• Wind Turbine (WT) ID  
• Event types  
• Causes of failures 
• Effects of failures 
• Removal of the malfunction 




• Survey initial and last date for turbines 
• Turbine model type 
• Turbine hub height 
• Turbine rotor diameter 
• Turbine nominal capacity 
The following three types of events are reported in the WMEP Database: 
Event 1: Scheduled maintenance: Regular maintenance known prior to the maintenance.   
Event 2: Scheduled maintenance with replacement of a part: A maintenance which is 
known in advance that resulted with a replacement or repair of any components of a turbine.  
Event 3: Unscheduled maintenance: A maintenance after a malfunction of a component 
or components of a turbine.  
4.2 Database processing 
 
WMEP database had total of 33,098 maintenance logs in its original form. However, there 
were missing data such as maintenance start and finish date and time and type of 
maintenance activities. 1,598 maintenance logs due to missing data were removed from the 
database. Furthermore, 53 wind turbine location with 2,075 maintenance logs were 
removed from the database for the further analyses since the analyses in this study require 







Table 4.1 Summary of database filtering for this study 
 Initial number of 
maintenance logs 
Maintenance logs 
with missing data 
Ready to use 
maintenance logs 
Row database 33,098 1,598 31,500 
Database with and without 
coordinate data 
31,500 2,075 29,425 
 
4.3 Initial analyses of the database 
 
In this section some initial analyses of the database will be shown to the reader to have an 
idea of characteristics of the database. Table 4.2 shows number of turbines, turbine 
operational years, number of maintenance logs based on the capacity range of the turbines 
and drive type of the turbines.  
Table 4.2 Summary of the ready-to-use data for this study 






1-100 kW 112 1,212 3,530 
101-500 kW 439 4,731 24,059 
501-1500 kW 24 244 1,836 
 
   Figure 4.1 shows the failure rate and downtime values for 575 turbines. It can be seen 
from the first look of the Figure 4.1 that electric and control systems have by far higher 
failure rates than the rest of the subsystems while hub, control system and rotor blades have 






Figure 4.1 Average annual failure rate and downtime values based on subsystems for 575 
wind turbines 
 
Figure 4.2 shows the failure rate and downtime values based on capacity ranges of 
575 wind turbines. As shown, the higher capacity wind turbines have the higher failure rate 
they have while there is no pattern for downtime for all subsystems. However, rotor blades 
























































Figure 4.2 Annual failure rate and average downtime based on capacity ranges of 575 
wind turbines. 
 
For this thesis, energy production data is supplied from only a portion of the wind 
turbines by the data supplier. Energy production data consist of energy production from 21 
wind turbines such that 13 of them are 500 kW, 2 of them are 600 kW and 6 of them are 
1.5 MW wind turbines which makes 753 operation cases between two failures. Mean and 
median capacity factor of wind turbines are 24% and 22%, respectively as can be seen in 
Figure 4.3. These numbers are along the same line with the complete WMEP database 
capacity factors [3]. It must be noted that recently installed wind turbines have higher 
capacity factors, for instance 33.7% and 32.2% for UK and the US, respectively in 2015; 
nonetheless, there is still room to improve reliability and availability of wind turbines 
comparing to the efficiencies of other energy sources [4, 5]. Figure 4.3 also shows that if 

















































FAILURE RATE (-) 0-100 kW FAILURE RATE (-) 101-500 kW
FAILURE RATE (-) 501-1500 kW AVERAGE DOWNTIME (hours) 0-100 kW




then there are more frequent operation cases in low energy production with 0-20% capacity 
factor. However, this increase in frequency is not very high since most of the failures after 
a low energy production is fixed in short amount of time. More detailed analysis on energy 
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CHAPTER 5: FAILURE MODES, EFFECTS AND CRITICALITY ANALYSIS 
FOR WIND TURBINES CONSIDERING CLIMATIC REGIONS AND 




Wind energy is one of the most prolific renewable and clean energy resources; its 
deployment is constantly increasing having doubled during the last six years [1]. However, 
its deployment has created some concerns regarding reliability and availability. 
International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) 60050 standards describe reliability as 
the ability to perform as required, without failure, for a given time interval under given 
conditions, whereas availability is defined as the ability to be in a state to perform as 
required as discussed in chapters 1 and 2 [2,3]. In order to improve the reliability and 
availability of wind turbines (WTs) the first step is to accurately determine the causes of 
failures, failure frequencies, effects of failures and criticalities. The aim of this study is to 
generalize the findings on the reliability predictions to guide the deployment of new wind 
turbines.  
Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) is a method which detects potential 
failure modes of a product during its life cycle, the effects of these failures and the 
criticality of these failure effects in product functionality [4]. It is widely utilized for 
mechanical, electrical, electronic and structural systems as well as chemical processes in 
the industry to sufficiently allocate budget for components or processes which carry high 
risk of failures. Failure Modes, Effects and Criticality Analysis (FMECA) is an extension 
of FMEA including criticality analysis which is used to quantify criticality of the failure 
modes in a specific subsystem or component. There are several studies in the literature 




Andrawus et al. (2006) [5] conducted FMECA to optimize the maintenance strategy 
for a 26  600 kW wind farm whereas qualitative FMEA is utilized to prioritize the failure 
modes in other studies using data from specific turbine models [6–8]. Dinmohammadi and 
Shafiee (2013) [9] used a fuzzy-FMEA and compared the results with traditional FMEA 
but they only used a single turbine model and did not consider climatic conditions. Shafiee 
and Dinmohammadi (2014) [10] compared onshore and offshore FMEA results using field 
data from several resources [17–20] whereas a combined field data is utilized in [11] to 
apply FMEA. Direct-drive wind turbine model is distinctively considered for FMEA in 
[12] whereas other studies either used combined field data or geared-drive wind turbine 
models for FMEA application. FMEA is applied for design improvement perspective in 
references [13,14] considering a specific turbine model while required maintenance action 
is added to FMEA in [15]. Tazi et al. (2017) [16] proposed a hybrid cost-FMEA for wind 
turbine reliability analysis and used a combined field data from several sources [20–24].  
The impacts of climatic conditions on wind turbine failures have been investigated in 
many studies. Tavner et al. (2013) [25] asserted that low temperatures could lead to 
lubricant freezing and brittleness in the components while temperature variations could 
cause expansions and contractions. They also concluded that high wind speed, turbulence 
and gust lower reliability of wind turbine blade, pitch and mechanical drive train, whereas 
temperature and humidity affect electrical components rather than mechanical ones. 
Slimacek and Lindqvist (2016) [26] found that external factors such as lightning, icing and 
high winds increase the failure rate of wind turbines by 1.713 times.  Reder et al. (2018) 
[27] determined the effects of weather conditions on wind turbine failures and concluded 




show any impact on failure occurrences. Chou et al. (2013) [28] reported that 30% of the 
blade damage cases are caused by thunderstorms, followed by heavy rainfall with 28%. 
Climatic conditions can not only have an impact on failure rates, but also affect the repair 
times of any failures, thus eventually causing variation in the resulting downtime. It is 
intuitive that repair time for a wind turbine in a snowy region when there is a heavy 
snowfall is not as the same as a region with no environmental obstacles for repair time. 
However, no studies have, so far, applied FMECA considering different weather conditions 
or climatic regions. Furthermore, direct-drive and geared-drive wind turbines are never 
compared in terms of FMECA. Perez et al. (2013) [29] compared the failure rates and 
downtime values based on different turbine types and aspects stating that direct-drive wind 
turbines failure rates in electrical and electronic components are greater than geared-drive 
wind turbines where gearbox failures cause the most downtime. Therefore, there is a need 
to determine the criticalities in these two different types of wind turbine. 
As stated, the FMECA studies in the literature have not considered the climatic 
conditions of wind turbines and compared the wind turbine types. However, 
underestimating the impacts of climatic conditions of wind turbines and turbine types 
misguide the wind farm operators and other stake holders. Therefore, climatic conditions 
and different wind turbine types must be considered for FMECA since they have an impact 
on both failure rates, downtimes and affected subsystems. The significance of this chapter 
comes with filling these gaps by applying FMECA to reveal criticality differences of wind 
turbine subsystems depending on climatic conditions and types of wind turbines. In this 




1) Determining impacts of climatic regions on wind turbine subsystem annual failure rate 
and downtime per failure values by using failure data from an identical turbine model.  
2) Investigating wind turbine subsystem and component failure causes, effects and 
criticalities considering climatic regions.  
3) Defining the differences in annual failure rate and downtime for direct drive and 
geared wind turbines and revealing differences in failure causes of such failures, 
effects and criticalities. 
This study is expected to help for decision-making of wind farm operators as well as 
the other stakeholders such as insurance companies, turbine manufacturers and government 
officials. 
5.2 Materials and Methods  
 
This study has four methodological dimensions; namely: (a) obtaining reliability and 
availability metrics for an identical turbine model for different climatic regions, (b) 
applying FMECA on the identical turbine models for different climatic regions, (c) 
revealing reliability metrics for two different turbine types for the same climatic region and 
(d) applying FMECA on different turbine types. To achieve the first objective, there is a 
need to classify wind turbine locations based on the meteorological parameters. To attain 
the second objective a FMECA is applied to all wind turbines considering a turbine model 
which is spread to different climatic regions. To reach the third objective, two turbine 
models which represent two different turbine designs are selected from WMEP database 




5.2.1 Climatic Regions 
Koppen-Geiger is a climate classification cited by almost 5000 studies in a variety of 
disciplines [30]. Koppen-Geiger climatic regions which are determined based on annual 
precipitation and temperature records along with seasonal temperature records utilize 
12,396 precipitation and 4844 temperature data stations globally and apply several 
temperature and precipitation criteria [30]. For example, Cfb is a temperate/without dry 
season-warm summer region. It is a region which gets rain during the year without any 
seasonal exemption. As shown in Table 5.1, Cfb average temperature of the hottest month 
is more than 10 °C and temperature of the coldest month is between 0 °C and 18 °C; Cfb 
has neither dry summer nor dry winter.  Similar inferences can be made from Table 5.1 for 
the other climatic regions. A region is a dry summer if it gets less than 40 mm precipitation 
in the driest month and wettest month in winter gets more than three times the precipitation 
in the driest summer. A region is claimed to be a dry winter if precipitation of the wettest 
month in summer is 10 times more than the precipitation in the driest month winter. A 
warm summer has average temperature of hottest month less than 22 °C and at least 4 
months above 10 °C.  Koppen-Geiger climate classification is a representation of a climatic 
regime rather than representing temporal changing data. For example, it differentiates 
regions with arid climate regimes from regions where extremely rainy days are observed. 
As stated, climatic conditions have an impact on wind turbine failure rates, modes, effects 
and downtimes and Koppen-Geiger is a good tool to classify wind turbine locations to 
determine impacts of climatic conditions.  
As shown in Figure 5.1, the following four Koppen-Geiger climatic regions are in 
Germany: 




• Cfb: Temperate-without dry season-warm summer 
• Dfb: Cold-without dry season-warm summer  
• Dfc: Cold-without dry season-cold summer  
The corresponding criteria for the classification of the climatic regions of interest are 
given in Table 5.1 [30].  
 
 







Table 5.1 Criteria for the climatic region classifications for Germany. 
1st 2nd 3rd Description Criteria  
C - - Temperate Thot ≥ 10 & 0 < Tcold < 18 
- s - - Dry Summer Psdry < 40 & Psdry < Pwwet/3 
- w - - Dry Winter Pwdry < Pswet/10 
- f - - Without dry season Not (Cs) or (Cw) 
- - a - Hot Summer Thot ≥ 22 
- - b -Warm Summer Not (a) & Tmon10 ≥ 4 
- - c - Cold Summer Not (a or b) & 1 ≤ Tmon10 < 4 
D - - Cold Thot ≥ 10 & Tcold ≤ 0 
- s - - Dry Summer Psdry < 40 & Psdry < Pwwet/3 
- w - - Dry Winter Pwdry < Pswet/10 
- f - - Without dry season Not (Ds) or (Dw) 
- - a - Hot Summer Thot ≥ 22 
- - b - Warm Summer Not (a) & Tmon10 ≥ 4 
- - c - Cold Summer Not (a, b or d) 
- - d - Very Cold Winter Not (a or b) & Tcold < –38 
Note: Thot = temperature of the hottest month, Tcold = temperature of the coldest month, Tmon10 = 
number of months where the temperature is above 10, Pdry = precipitation of the driest month, Psdry 
= precipitation of the driest month in summer, Pwdry = precipitation of the driest month in winter, 







5.2.2 Reliability Data  
In the period from 1989 to 2006, a large monitoring survey for onshore wind turbines 
in Germany, the Scientific Measurement and Evaluation Programme (WMEP), had been 
conducted under the German publicly funded programme ‘250 MW Wind’. The WMEP 
survey collected 64,000 maintenance and repair reports from 1500 WTs that have been 
captured and analyzed, covering approximately 15,357 operational turbine-years. Hence, 
the WMEP database contains detailed information about both the reliability and availability 
of WTs.  
The events in the WMEP database include scheduled maintenance, scheduled 
maintenance with replacement or repair, and unscheduled maintenance with a replacement 
or repair with additional information such as energy delivery. The definitions used in the 
WMEP survey are set out in detail in the WMEP annual reports and previous publications, 
e.g., Pffafel et al. (2017) [31]. An incident report from WMEP containing definitions of 
different WT subassemblies can be found in Faulstich et al. (2011) [32]. 
For the recent study a subset of the WMEP-database was used, containing the most 
relevant turbines. Data from 575 WTs are ready to be utilized with 6188 turbine years of 
operation and including 19,242 events considering a repair or replacement. 
Figure 5.1 shows the wind turbine locations in Germany in the WMEP database that 
we use in this study. There are 427 wind turbines with 4526 turbine years of operation data 
in Cfb region, 122 wind turbines—1346 turbine years in Dfb region, 25 wind turbines—
306 turbine years in Dfc region in the WMEP database. For this analysis we used 1165 
operation-years data from 109 turbines. 
For the investigation of the climatic region effect, geared-drive wind turbines are 




database. For the investigation of turbine type impact, two different wind turbine models 
are selected as detailed in Table 5.2. A sensitivity analysis has been conducted to see the 
impacts of turbine capacity, rotor diameter and hub heights for wind turbine model 
reliability comparison.  
 
Table 5.2 Selected wind turbines from WMEP database for this study. 
Specifications  Direct-Drive WTs Geared-Drive WTs 
Control Group of WTs 
(Geared-Drive) 
All Cfb Dfb Dfc 
Number of WTs 48 15 39 15 18 6 
Operation Years 493 turbine-years 152 turbine-years 432 152 208 73 
Capacity 500 kW 500 kW 500 kW 
Rotor Diameter 40 m 39 m 39 m 
Cut-in/Cut-out Wind Speed 2.5 m/s–25 m/s 4 m/s–25 m/s 4 m/s–25 m/s 
Generator Type/Speed Synchronous/38 rpm Asynchronous/1522 rpm Asynchronous/1522 rpm 
Rotor Speed 38 rpm 30 rpm 30 rpm 
Blade Material GFK/Epoxy GFK/Epoxy GFK/Epoxy 
 
5.2.3 FMECA Approach and Components  
FMECA requires a taxonomy for wind turbine subsystems. In this study, subsystems 
and assemblies of wind turbines are adopted considering the classification in reference [16] 
and WMEP database classifications. Table 5.3 lists the subsystems and assemblies of a 




Table 5.3 Subsystems and assemblies of wind turbines. 
Subsystems of wind 
turbines 
Components of wind turbines 
Hub Hub body, pitch mechanism, pitch bearings 
Structure Foundations, tower/tower bolts, nacelle frame, nacelle cover and ladder 
Rotor Blades Blade bolts, blade shell and aerodynamic brakes 
Mechanical Brake Brake disc, brake pads and brake shoe 
Drive Train Rotor bearings, drive shafts and couplings 
Gearbox Bearings, wheels, gear shaft and sealings 
Generator Generator windings, generator brushes and bearings 
Yaw System Yaw bearings, yaw motor, wheels and pinions 
Sensors 
Anemometer/wind vane, vibration switch, temperature, oil pressure switch, power 
sensor and revolution counter 
Hydraulic System Hydraulic pump, pump motor, valves and hydraulic pipes/hoses 
Electrical System Converter, fuses, switches and cables/connections 
Control System Electronic control unit, relay, measurement cables and connections 
 
FMECA consists of four main components such as failure modes, failure causes, 
effects of the failures and failure mode criticality numbers. Failure modes represent the 
type of failure occurring in every subsystem whereas failure mechanisms are the causes 




criticality numbers are calculated as sum of expected cost from the failures and loss of 
energy production for every subsystem.  
5.2.3.1 Failure Modes 
Failure modes can be classified as the failures which happen in the specific subsystem 
(i.e., blade failure, gearbox failure, generator failure, etc.) reference [14] or more specific 
ones such as fatigue and fractures in the toothed shaft of a gearbox, loss of function in the 
lubricant system [33] depending on the data availability. The database which is used in this 
study does not include detailed data about the failure modes beyond the subsystem where 
the failure occurred.  
5.2.3.2 Failure Causes 
In this study, the failure causes in the WMEP database, listed in Table 5.4 are used. 
They are high wind, grid failure, lightning, icing, malfunction of control systems, 
component wear or failure, loosening of parts, other causes, and unknown causes. Grid 
failures in the WMEP database are assumed to occur only if there is a systematic grid 













Table 5.4 Locations, causes and effects of the failure which are included in WMEP 
database. 
Failure Locations Failure Causes Failure Effects 
Structures Failures High wind Overspeed 
Rotor Blade Failures Grid failure Overload 
Mechanical Brake Failures Lightning Noise 
Drive Train Failures Icing Vibration 
Gearbox Failures Malfunction of control system Reduced power 
Generator Failures Component wear or failure Causing follow-up damage 
Yaw System Failures Loosening of parts Plant stoppage 
Sensor Failures Other causes Other consequences 
Hydraulic System Failures Cause unknown - 
Electrical System Failures - - 
Control System Failures - - 
Hub Failures - - 
 
5.2.3.3 Failure Effects 
Failure effects can be classified in the same way with failure causes which are given 
in Table 5.4. We used eight effects of failures, namely, overspeed, overload, noise, 
vibration, reduced power, causing follow-up damage, plant stoppage and other 
consequences. 
5.2.3.4 Criticality of Failure Modes 
Criticality Priority Number (CPN) is the one of the most important outcomes of this 




Number (RPN) which is a traditional FMEA metric, the difference is that RPN is a 
dimensionless ranking rate whereas the proposed in this thesis CPN is evaluated as a Cost 
Criticality Number (CCN) and a Downtime Criticality Number (DCN). CPN is estimated 
as follows:  
 
Criticality Priority Number = 𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑆𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 ∗  𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑆𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 ∗
𝑁𝑜𝑛 − 𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑆𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 
(1) 
 
It is stated in the literature that 99% of the equipment failures give malfunctioning 
signals about the potentiality of the malfunction of the equipment [16]. Condition 
monitoring systems (CMS) enable the detection of the failures in wind turbine subsystems 
such as gearbox, drive train, generator and tower by use of vibration, heat and pressure 
sensors [34]. In wind turbines, however, failures often appear suddenly and cannot be 
detected. Visual inspection, checking the lubrication level in gearboxes, vibration analysis 
and non-destructive testing methods which include ultrasound and acoustic emissions in 
scheduled maintenances are also other ways to detect potential anomalies in a wind turbine 
[35]. WMEP database consists of information of scheduled maintenances which were 
applied regularly on the wind turbines but does not cover the detection rate for the failures. 
Therefore, it is assumed that visual inspection detects potential failures equally for every 
subsystem. Although this is a strong assumption, there is no other practical option for 





In this thesis, CPN is demonstrated by two different metrics: Cost Criticality Number 
(CCN) and Downtime Criticality Number (DCN). Although in most cases cost criticality 
is important for the wind operators, downtime criticality would be more important for some 
rare cases such as energy security for military or health operations. Furthermore, the 
behavior of CCN and DCN can be very different depending on the external and internal 
conditions of wind turbines and thus operators can arrange their actions based on their 
prioritization. CCN measures the risk of having failure in terms of cost in a subsystem of 
wind turbine while DCN represents the risk of having failure in terms of time. To estimate 
DCN downtime per failure is calculated by multiplying total downtime per failure and 
annual failure rate. Evaluation of cost criticality number requires two subcomponents 
which are cost for the failure mode and cost for loss of energy production for this study. 
Cost for the failure mode is evaluated by multiplication of annual failure rate and cost per 
failure whereas cost for loss of energy production is calculated by multiplying lost energy 
production and electricity price. This thesis utilizes Equations (5.2)–(5.6) to evaluate 
criticalities in each subsystem of a wind turbine as proposed in earlier studies [10,12,16]. 
The generic cost criticality number is estimated by Equation (5.2). Equations (5.3) and 
(5.4) are used to estimate the cost for the failure mode and loss of energy production, 
respectively [19]. Equation (5.5) evaluates lost energy production and Equation (5.6) 
estimates the downtime criticality number: 
 
Cost Criticality Number [$] = 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒 [$] +
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 [$] 




Cost for the failure mode ($) = ∑ 𝑝𝑛𝑐𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠  (5.3) 
where n represents subsystems, pn is annual failure rate occurring and cn is cost per failure in 
subsystem “n”: 
Cost of lost energy production [$] = 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛[ 𝑘𝑊ℎ] ∗
 𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑓[
$
𝑘𝑊ℎ
]   
 (5.4) 
Lost energy production [kWh] = 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 ∗
𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑑 𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 [𝑘𝑊] ∗ 𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒 [ℎ𝑟𝑠] ∗
𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝐹𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒  
(5.5) 
Downtime Criticality Number [hrs] =  𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒 [ℎ𝑟𝑠]  ∗
 𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒  
(5.6) 
 
To estimate the lost energy production in Equation (5.5), the capacity factor is assumed 
to be 33% and average electricity selling tariff in the US is assumed to be 12 cents/kWh in 
Equation (5.4). It should be noted that this is a conservative assumption since most of the 
failures occur with the high wind rather than no wind conditions. The FMECA 
methodology is applied as follows: 
1) Annual failure rates and downtime per failure values are determined. 
2) Downtime and cost criticality values are computed for every subsystem for wind 
turbines. 




4) Failure rates, downtime per failures, failure modes, and effects of different subsystems 
in different climatic regions are determined and their downtime and cost criticality 
values are computed.  
5) The results are compared between climatic regions and targeted turbine population. 
The comparison between geared and direct-drive wind turbines are applied on 500 kW 
geared and direct-drive wind turbines whose specifications are given in Table 5.2 for the 
same climatic region Cfb. A short example on CCN and DCN computations for rotor blades 
for climatic region Cfb is demonstrated in Table 5.5. 
 









Cost of Lost 
Energy 
Production 
CCN ($) DCN (h) 
Rotor 
blades 
47,584 0.26 22 
0.33 × 500 × 22 × 
0.26 × 0.12 = 
$112 




5.3.1 Investigation of Climatic Region Impact on WT Reliability and Availability 
Figure 5.2 shows the average failure rate and downtime values if the breakdown for 






Figure 5.2 Averaged failure rate and downtime per failure values for subsystems of a 
500-kW geared-drive wind turbine model with 40 m tower height in different climatic 
regions (FR: Failure rate, DT: downtime) 
 
Figure 5.3 shows that the annual failure rates per turbine values are similar, within a 
range of 0.53 to 0.56 for electric systems, 0.23 to 0.29 for sensors, 0.03 to 0.12 for 
mechanical brake and 0.13 to 0.15 for yaw system in all climatic regions. However, there 
are differences in hub, rotor blades, generator, gearbox, control system and hydraulic 
system which happen in Dfc.  Rotor blade failures have higher annual failure rates in Dfc 
than in the other climatic regions whereas hub, generator, gearbox and hydraulic system 
failures have lower failure rates in Dfc than in the others. Dfc, being a colder climatic 
region than the rest of the climatic regions in Germany, intuitively impacted on rotor blade 
failures however lower hub, generator and gearbox failure rates are counterintuitive. The 
distortion of the results in gearbox, generator and hub might be attributed to scarcity of 
data in the Dfc climatic region where there are only six wind turbines. The six turbines in 
Dfc region had no more than 0.23 annual failure rates in their gearboxes and two of them 










































eighteen wind turbines had more than 0.23 and six of them had more than 0.5 annual failure 
rates. Figure 5.3 also demonstrates that the downtime per failure values tend to change 
depending on the climatic regions. Hub, control system, hydraulic system, yaw system, 
structures and housing subsystems show comparable results in different climatic regions. 
Rotor blades and electric system failures show significantly higher downtime per failure 
values in Dfc, whereas sensor failures have the highest downtime value in Dfb. This might 
be attributed to severe operational conditions in cold climates. Subsystems in Cfb region 
tend to have low downtime per failure—below 24 h except for generators.  
 
 
Figure 5.3 Annual failure rate and downtime per failure values of subsystems of 500-kW 










































Failure rate for climatic region Cfb - 152 turbine years
Failure rate for climatic region Dfb - 207 turbine years
Failure rate for climatic region Dfc - 73 turbine years
Downtime per failure for climatic region Cfb - 152 turbine years
Downtime per failure for climatic region Dfb - 207 turbine years




5.3.2 FMECA Results Considering Climatic Regions 
Table 5.6 shows the results of downtime and cost criticality values for every subsystem 
of wind turbine considering their climatic regions. Cost criticality of a subsystem is 
calculated using Equations (5.1) to (5.4). Downtime criticality is calculated by multiplying 
downtime per failure and annual failure rate per subsystem as in Equation (5.5).  
As shown in Table 5.6 the downtime criticality of subsystems differs depending on the 
climatic regions. Generator, electric system and control system have higher downtime 
criticality in Cfb, sensors and gearboxes have higher downtime criticality in Dfb, whereas 
rotor blades and electric system have much higher downtime criticality in the climatic 
region Dfc compared to the other subsystems. 
There is no common cost critical subsystem for wind turbines among different climatic 
regions as it can be seen from Table 5.6. Electric systems and gearboxes are the most 
critical subsystems for Cfb and Dfb, whereas rotor blades are the most cost critical 
subsystem after electric system in climatic region Dfc.   
Although structural parts and housing cost criticality shows a significant value in Dfb 
since the replacement cost imposes a total replacement of tower, foundations and nacelle 
which is not in the case in the WMEP database, it is ignored for this study. The main cause 
for all failures of components of three critical subsystems is component wear or failure, 
and the associated effect is wind turbine stoppage.  
Blade shells are the most affected component by climatic conditions in the rotor blade 
subsystem as it can be inferred from Figure 5.4. The climatic region impact is observed in 
the shares of causes and effects on the components of rotor blades. Loosening of parts are 
the second major cause after wear of blade components in Cfb whereas lightning is the 




blades are observed to be similar in all climatic regions and being mostly plant stoppage 
and reduced power. 
 
Table 5.6 Downtime and cost criticality comparison based on climatic regions. 
Subsystems  


























Hub 3 2 4 2 38,271 10,205 11,388 11,535 3236 
Rotor blades 8 6 2 44 47,584 12,052 12,621 8365 21,958 
Generator 23 17 1 10 43,298 11,939 4834 4893 3088 
Electric 16 16 13 49 59,804 33,307 42,405 45,781 39,986 
Sensors 9 3 15 4 25,000 6429 5,817 6,639 7304 
Control 
System 
9 12 8 9 10,000 4796 5,574 4,492 3766 
Gearbox 9 3 16 4 51,750 15,551 15,788 18,434 6368 
Mechanical 
Brake 
7 2 11 6 1185 251 130 370 150 
Drive Train 1 0 1 3 13,912 558 645 441 695 
Hydraulic 
System 
9 10 9 5 6114 2573 3142 2526 1272 






















































































Figure 5.4 Distribution of failure rates in components of the most critical subsystems 
which are mentioned in Table 5.3 based on climatic regions. (a) Rotor blade failures (b) 
Generator failures (c) Gearbox failures (d) Electric system failures. 
 
The most critical components in the generator subsystem are bearings as it can be seen 
in Figure 5.4. Wear is the only failure cause in all climatic regions. The significant effect 
of generator failures is noise, and this is observed in Cfb and Dfb.  
Figure 5.4 shows that miscellaneous gearbox parts are the most affected components 
in every climatic region, followed by seals in gearbox failures. Wear is the dominant failure 
cause whereas plant stoppage is the main effect for gearbox in every component. Bearing 
failures have the noise and vibration effect following plant stoppage predominantly in the 
Dfc climatic region. If it is not the artifact of the data, the reason might be the colder climate 
with more turbulence that induces more vibration. 
The highest failed component in the electric system is switches which in climatic 
region Cfb have the highest share with 62% of total failures as shown in Figure 5.4. This 
share is reduced to the minimum 43% in Dfc where cables and connections are the other 



























in cables and connections in Cfb region. The dominant cause is wear in all climatic regions, 
but the second highest cause vary depending on the region. Lightning and malfunction of 
control system are the other main failure causes in Cfb whereas grid failure, which has no 
contributions in Cfb and Dfb, significantly contributes to the failures in climatic region 
Dfc. However, it should be noted that although grid failures are associated with regions, it 
is assumed that they are not related with climatic effects. Plant stoppage is the main cause 
after failures in all climatic regions only follower is reduced power with slight shares in 
the failures of switches only in Dfb and Dfc. 
Rotor blade failures seem to be affected by the cold climatic region Dfc mostly from 
Figure 5.4. In order to understand the impacts of climatic regions on rotor blade failures 
normalized failure rates are plotted along with averaged monthly temperatures from the 
closest data stations to the wind turbines. Temperature data is obtained from German 
climate data center (DWD) data stations [38] and averaged for a monthly value for each 
climatic region. Wind turbine failure rate is also a monthly value which is estimated by 
dividing total number of failures in corresponding month by number of wind turbines in 
operation in associated climatic region.  
Figure 5.5 shows that minimum average yearly temperature is seen in climatic region 
Dfc whereas no significant distinction is observed between Cfb and Dfb climatic regions. 
Similarly, higher failure rates are observed in Dfc climatic region comparing to the other 









Figure 5.5 Monthly averaged temperature values and monthly failure rates from three 
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5.3.3 Direct-Drive and Geared-Drive Reliability and Availability Comparison 
Controlling the Climatic Region Effect 
Figure 5.6 shows that annual failure rate per subsystem differs between direct-drive 
and geared-drive wind turbines. Hub, generator, sensors, control system, structural parts 
and housing subsystems have significantly higher annual failure rates in a 500 kW-direct-
drive turbine than a 500 kW-geared-drive wind turbine whereas rotor blades, electric and 
yaw systems have slightly higher values in the same climatic region. Mechanical brakes 
and drive trains have slightly higher annual failure rates in the geared-drive turbines than 
direct-drive turbines, whereas hydraulic systems have a significantly higher value.  
 
 
Figure 5.6 Annual failure rate per subsystems comparison for direct-drive and geared-
drive concept wind turbines. 
 
Figure 5.6 also demonstrates that downtime per failures vary with the drive design 
types of wind turbines. Hub, rotor blades, yaw system, structural parts and housing 














































Failure rate for 500kW Direct-drive turbines -493 turbine years
Failure rate for 500kW Geared-drive turbines - 152 turbine years
Downtime per failure for 500kW Direct-drive turbines - 493 turbine years




while generators and hydraulic systems have significantly higher downtime per failure in 
500 kW geared-drive wind turbines. Sensors and drive train have slightly higher downtime 
per failure in direct drive concept whereas electric system, control system and mechanical 
brake have higher downtime per failure in geared-drive concept. 
Furthermore, sensitivity analysis results in Table 5.7 show that geared-drive capacity 
change has impacts on downtime per failure values. 200 kW and 500 kW turbine models 
are the same while 300 kW turbine is another brand. Table 5.7 shows that the downtime 
per failure values are significantly higher in 300 kW turbine for gearbox, rotor blades, drive 
train and yaw system. Gearbox annual failure rates seem to be increased with capacity 
increase while downtime per failure has no trend. Control system and electric system are 


















Table 5.7 Sensitivity analysis for wind turbine capacities. 
Subsystems  
Direct-Drive-500Kw 
(493 turbine years) 
Geared-Drive-200 
kW (524 turbine 
years) 
Geared-Drive-300 
kW (508 turbine 
years) 
Geared-Drive-500 kW 

























Hub 0.54 20 0.10 10 0.15 12 0.30 7 
Rotor blades 0.28 55 0.09 16 0.08 75 0.26 22 
Generator 0.54 39 0.10 8 0.15 90 0.30 163 
Electric 0.74 14 0.32 19 1.15 17 0.56 23 
Sensors 0.49 14 0.05 13 0.30 15 0.23 14 
Control 
System 
1.06 12 0.36 16 0.52 20 0.53 23 
Gearbox 0.00 0 0.09 39 0.15 138 0.30 11 
Mechanical 
Brake 
0.02 31 0.01 6 0.13 23 0.08 22 
Drive Train 0.02 43 0.03 6 0.08 52 0.05 6 
Hydraulic 
System 
0.02 13 0.11 9 0.40 15 0.48 21 
Yaw System 0.20 28 0.09 8 0.38 28 0.13 13 
Structural 
Parts/Housing 





5.3.4 FMECA Results on Direct-Drive and Geared-Drive Wind Turbines 
Table 5.8 shows that the cost criticality of rotor blades, generator, hub, control system 
and yaw system are significantly higher in direct-drive concepts. Electric system, generator 
and gearbox are the most cost critical subsystems in the geared-drive wind turbines while 
generator and electric system have the highest cost criticality in direct-drive wind turbines. 
On the other hand, generators show the highest downtime criticality for both turbine types.  
The dominant failure cause for direct-drive designed wind turbines for rotor blades is 
wear whereas loosening of parts, high wind and lightning come into play for geared-drive 
wind turbines. Blade bolts are the most problematic components in the rotor blade 
subsystems in the direct-drive turbine model whereas the highest failure rate occurred in 
blade shells in geared-drive wind turbines, as it can be seen in Figure 5.7. The effects of 
the failures vary depending on the gearing concept of the turbines. The dominant effect is 
the plant stoppage while noise is the second highest for the direct-drive turbines, whereas 
reduced power is the main effect for geared-drive wind turbines. It can be seen from Figure 
5.7 that generator bearings are where the failures mostly occur in geared-drive wind 
turbines. It is observed that the dominant failure effect is noise in the generator bearings. 
In direct-drive designed wind turbines miscellaneous parts in the generator subsystem are 









Table 5.8 Downtime and cost criticality comparison based on drive concept of wind 




















































Hub 11 2 38,200 208 20,646 38,271 43 11,388 
Rotor blades 15 6 51,262 301 14,569 47,584 112 12,621 
Generator 21 48 120,463 416 36,481 43,298 957 4834 
Electric 11 13 59,804 211 73,158 59,804 256 42,405 
Sensors 7 3 25,000 139 12,343 25,000 63 5,817 
Control 
System 
13 12 10,000 256 10,900 10,000 240 5,574 
Gearbox 0 3 13,097 0 0 51,750 67 15,788 
Mechanical 
Brake 
1 2 1,185 15 44 1,185 35 130 
Drive Train 1 0 13,997 20 338 13,912 5 645 
Hydraulic 
System 
0 10 6,114 5 127 6,114 199 3,142 
Yaw System 5 2 16,260 109 3,305 15,900 33 2,134 
Structural 
Parts/Housing 
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Figure 5.7 Distribution of failure rates in the components of the common critical 
subsystems which are mentioned in Table 5.3 in geared and direct-drive wind turbines. 
(a)Rotor blade failures (b)Generator failures (c) Electric system failures 
 
Converters, fuses and switches fail mainly because of the wear or component failure 
followed by the malfunction of the control system in direct-drive design wind turbines as 
it is seen in Figure 5.7, where 62% of the failures occur in switches in a geared-drive wind 
turbine, while this is reduced to 16% for switches in direct-drive turbine. It is found that 
lightning is the only different cause other than common causes such as component wear or 
failure, malfunction of control system, other causes and cause unknown for electric systems 
in geared-drive wind turbines in this study with 3.3% (three in 90) occurrence whereas 
there is a 0.7% (three in 433) occurrence of lightning-caused-failures in the electrical 
systems of direct-drive turbines. All these differences might be attributed to the quality and 
durability of materials used in these turbines.  
5.4 Discussion 
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Comparing different wind turbines, the main differences are in generator types of two 
wind turbine types and namely those having gearbox and those with direct-drive. The rest 
of the subsystems have same functionality although they might be made of different 
materials with varying quality. The considered direct-drive wind turbine in this study has 
a synchronous type generator with 38 rotations per minute (rpm) generating 440 V output 
whereas the geared-drive wind turbine has an asynchronous generator with 1522 rpm and 
690 V output. The total weight of the direct-drive wind turbine is much higher than the 
geared-drive wind turbine generator, 125 t and 85 t, respectively. Furthermore, electric 
system, control system, yaw system and hydraulic system might differ in two turbine 
designs, as well as in general between any turbine models.  
Shafiee and Dinmohammadi (2014) [10] found the highest criticalities in rotor blades, 
gearbox, transformer and generator with 5326€, 4542€, 1371€ and 1229€ cost criticality 
numbers for onshore wind turbines, respectively. For offshore wind turbines, cost 
criticality of rotor blades increased dramatically to 16,831€ and gearbox reached 7831€ 
which confirms the results from our study that criticality of subsystems can change abruptly 
in a harsh environment [10]. Kahrobaee and Asgarpoor (2011) [12] used a 3 MW direct-
drive wind turbine as a case study. The generator was determined as the highest critical 
subsystem with $14,110 followed by electrical system including converters with $5215 
and rotor blades $2541. This represents the similar criticality order for subsystems with our 
study for a direct-drive turbine where the generator is the highest critical subsystem with 
$64,865, followed by the electrical system which is $44,461 and rotor hub and rotor blades 
with $20,646 and $14,569, respectively. The scale of cost criticality values is different than 




two studies. Tazi et al. (2017) [16] found the gearbox, rotor blades, yaw system and electric 
system including converter with the highest cost criticality numbers of 49,356€, 45,367€, 
30,811€ and 29,891€, respectively, ignoring the tower, for 2 and 3 MW wind turbines. We 
found that electric system, gearbox, generator, rotor blades and rotor hub are the most 
critical subsystems in a geared-wind turbine with $33,709, $15,788, $13,792 and $12,621 
cost criticalities, respectively. In our study, the electric system seems to be an addition into 
the highest cost critical subsystems mainly because of having higher material and 
installation cost share in a small-scale turbine like 500 kW than a bigger turbine such as a 
2–3 MW turbine. It is noted that the results for comparison from this study is climatic 
region-specific. In all previously mentioned studies, it is noted that mechanical brake, 
hydraulic system and drive train are found to be the lowest critical subsystems. Yaw 
system, on the other hand, is found to be one of the most critical subsystems in [16] with 
$30,810, whereas it is found to be low-critical subsystem in [10,12] as well as in our study 
with 62€, $586 and $2134, respectively. On the other hand, some studies in the literature 
used a traditional FMEA metric—RPN to determine criticalities. Dinmohammadi and 
Shafiee (2013) [9] found the gearbox, rotor blades, electric system and generator to be the 
high criticality subsystems with 105, 105, 90 and 70 RPN values, respectively. Tavner et 
al. (2010) [14] found that drive train as the most critical component with 100 RPN, 
followed by the gearbox, converter and generator with 30.4, 21.7 and 17.5 RPN values, 
respectively. It is the only one which found the drive train as the highest critical subsystem 
in a wind turbine [14]. Bharatbai (2015) [15] stated that wind turbine blades, turbine shafts 
and controller systems are the most critical subsystems with 32, 32 and 24 criticality 




expecting different results from different types of wind turbines since in different studies 
reliability data from different types of wind turbines are utilized.  
The highest cost critical subsystems agree between our study and studies in the 
literature which used same approach for cost criticality evaluations [10,12,16]. Slight 
differences are observed which are presumed to be due to the differences of reference wind 
turbine sizes, locations and types.  
Furthermore, failure rates and downtime comparison are applied for 1.5 MW wind 
turbines from the database and these results are presented in Appendix B since the sample 
size is thought to be small to draw conclusions with two direct-drive turbines and five 
geared-drive turbines. Also, downtime per failure values are represented in Appendix C for 
critical subsystem components.   
5.5 Conclusions 
 
This chapter presented the results of a Failure Modes Effects and Criticality Analysis 
(FMECA) on wind turbines based on available data of turbine types and climatic regions. 
The reliability and availability behavior of the wind turbine design in different climatic 
regions of Germany are investigated and differences determined. FMECA is also applied 
to compare the criticalities of geared-drive and direct-drive wind turbine subsystems 
controlling climatic conditions for the first time in the literature. Our findings can be 
summarized as follows: 
• Considering climatic regions in FMECA revealed differences in failure rate and 





• Climatic regions have an impact on the critical subsystems and failure causes in wind 
turbines. This implies that the wind turbine operations and maintenance strategies for 
subsystems should be arranged taking local climatic conditions of the turbines into 
account. For example, rotor blade downtimes and failure rates are impacted by colder 
climates where longer downtime and higher failure rates are observed. Also, lightning 
became an important failure cause in cold climatic regions for rotor blade failures. 
• In most of the subsystems, direct-drive wind turbines seemed to have a higher failure 
rate than geared-drive wind turbine in the same climatic region. Direct-drive 
technology would be thought to be an ideal design for offshore applications because 
of its less complexity, however this study shows opposite. To come to a solid 
conclusion though, this comparison should be done with and extensive data with many 
different make and models of wind turbines in the future. 
The main outcome from the current study is that downtime and cost criticalities of 
subsystems of wind turbines depend on the locations and types of wind turbines. Wind 
farm operators should consider location and type of turbine factors for their O&M budget 
allocation and arrange the maintenance strategies correspondingly. Furthermore, the 
insurance companies can benefit utilizing climatic regions such as Koppen-Geiger to 
evaluate and classify the risk of turbine subsystems. Although this study is limited to 1989–
2008 data, the proposed methodology and lessons from this study are expected to be 
applicable globally and currently. Further research would include relatively newer wind 
turbines which spread on a geographic area with many different climatic regions along with 
failure data to better improve our understanding on distinguishing climatic regions effect 
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CHAPTER 6: ASSESSING THE RISK FACTORS FOR WIND TURBINE 




Wind turbine failures are unwanted phenomenon and mostly unpredicted. There are many 
factors causing wind turbine failures such as early failures because of material immaturity, 
random failures due to natural events such as lightning, icing, wind gust and temperature, 
wear-out and fatigue failures and load related failures [1]. Among these factors, failures 
because of the immaturity is hard to predict, however, reliability depending on operational 
and environmental factors can be analyzed by utilizing historical data.        
Operations and maintenance (O&M) cost of wind turbines is determined as $2M dollars 
for a 2 MW onshore wind turbine which corresponds to 8% of the revenue in a life-time 
[2]. It is also found that properly applied proactive maintenance can reduce the expenses 
on O&M [3]. Thus, there is a need to develop strategies for reducing O&M cost. The first 
step to improve reliability of wind turbines is to accurately determine the factors affecting 
the failures rates of wind turbines. If the risk factors are determined precisely then the next 
step would be taking proactive measurements for maintenance activities by optimizing 
maintenance frequency.   
6.2 Previous research 
 
There are many studies in the literature regarding the attempts of finding factors 
affecting wind turbine reliability. Tavner et al. (2006) [4] studied the wind speed impact 
on reliabilities of wind turbine and subassemblies of wind turbines in Denmark by using 




and hydraulic system are more exposed to the failures by weather rather than other 
subassemblies. Hau et al. (2013) [5] studied the causes of wind turbine failures and asserted 
that coastal turbines have higher probability of corrosion and thus this would lead to 
failures in a wind turbine. Faultsich et al. (2011) [6] studied factors causing wind turbine 
failures and concluded that turbines close to seawater and at high land locations with high 
wind speed suffer higher failure rates. Tavner (2012) [7] investigated the failures in 
offshore wind turbines and noted that wind gust, high wind speed and wind turbulence are 
the causes of failures in rotor blades, pitch mechanisms and mechanical drive train whereas 
electrical systems are affected by humidity. Reder et al. (2018) [8] used data mining 
techniques to investigate weather impacts on wind turbine reliability and figured out that 
winter is the season when most failures occur. They also found that there was no impact of 
wind speed on wind turbine reliability. Wilson and McMillan (2014) [9] found that wind 
speed has higher impact on wind turbine failures than humidity and temperature. Reder 
and Morelo (2018) [10] modeled the effects of environmental conditions on wind turbine 
failures. They exemplified their model on gearbox failures stating that higher precipitation, 
lower temperature and lower relative humidity increases the gearbox failure rates. Staffel 
and Green (2014) [11] investigated the impact of turbine age on wind turbine reliability. 
They have concluded that turbine age increases failure rate or downtime or both since the 
energy production from wind turbines decreases in years. Slimacek and Lindqvist (2016) 
[12] modeled effects of environmental factors on wind turbine failures using a Poisson-
Process model. They stated that lightning, icing and high wind increases wind turbine 
failures. Perez et al. (2013) [13] studied the effects of turbine design types on wind turbine 




geared-drive wind turbines. However, the studies in the literature lack of providing location 
wise and operation wise risk factors in a single study by using robust techniques. This paper 
investigates the impacts of operational factors such as turbine design type, number of 
previous failures, capacity factor and environmental factors such as climate of the turbine, 
mean annual wind speed at the turbine location and geographical location of the turbine on 
wind turbine reliability by applying state-of-the art techniques and compare the results 
from these analyses. 
6.3 Reliability data and variables 
 
6.3.1 Reliability data 
Wind Monitor and Evaluation Program (WMEP) database, which is utilized as reliability 
data in this study, is a comprehensive maintenance database which covers operations of 
wind turbines from Germany from 1989 to 2008 [6]. Twenty-one (21) turbines which have 
capacities of 500 kW, 600 kW and 1500 kW are selected among most relevant turbines and 
two different design concepts such as geared and direct-drive turbines. 13 turbines have 
500 kW, 2 turbines have 600 kW and 6 turbines have 1500 kW capacities. For the database 
collection the turbines are surveyed for all their maintenance activities. There are 753 
operation cases readily available for this study. Time-to-failure (TTF) is used the metric of 
reliability for this study as it is used in the literature. In order to make a classification, TTF 
values of operations are categorized as frequently-failing (TTF<40 days) and non-
frequently failing (NFF>80 days) as mean value of TTF is 61 days. This separation reduced 
the total number of operation cases from 753 to 615. Table 6.1 shows the descriptive 






Table 6.1 Descriptive statistics for considered samples in this study 
Sample Sample size Mean (days) Median 
(days) 
Standard Deviation 
All 615 61 17 108 
Frequent failures 456 13 9 11 
Non-frequent failures 159 198 145 138 
 
6.3.2 Selected variables 
Six independent variables are selected for determining factors affecting wind turbine 
reliability. Selected variable categories are visualized by error bars to have an initial idea 
about significance between categories. These variables are in two main categories which 
consist of operational and environmental variables. Operational factors include turbine 
design type, number of previous failures (NOPF) and capacity factor (CF), whereas 
environmental factors compose climatic regions, geography and mean annual wind speed 
(MAWS) of turbine locations. Figure 6.1 shows an example of error bar graph for number 
of previous failure variable. Initially classification is done for five categories such as 0-10, 
11-20, 21-30, 31-40 and 41-more. However, Figure 6.1 showed that there is a clear 
distinction after 20 previous failures. Therefore, error bars shown in Figure 6.2, show 
categories of 0-20 and 21-more. Figure 6.2 shows the error bar of NOPF variable 
categories. Similar analyses are applied for the other variables as well. Final error bar charts 





Figure 6.1 Initial error bar chart for NOPF variable 
 
Figure 6.2 Final error bar chart for NOPF variable 
 
6.3.2.1 Operational factors 
Turbine design type: Operations in the database are divided into two as being associated 
with wind turbine design types of geared-drive and direct-drive. It must be noted, though, 




Number of previous failures (NOPF): Operation cases are divided into two as being low 
number of previous failures (0-20) and high number of previous failures (21-more) since 
it is thought that more failure increases the potentiality of other failures.   
Capacity factor (CF): Operation cases in this study are divided into three based on energy 
production level as low capacity factor (CF<20%), medium capacity factor 
(20%≤CF≤40%) and high capacity factor (CF>40%).  
6.3.2.2 Environmental factors 
Climatic regions: Operation cases are categorized based on Koppen-Geiger climatic 
classification in this study [14]. There are 2 different climatic regions for the wind turbines 
considered in this study namely, temperate climate without dry season warm summer (Cfb) 
and cold climate without dry season warm summer (Dfb). The difference between these 
two climatic regions can be explained as such average temperature of the coldest month in 
Cfb is between 0°C and 18°C whereas in Dfb the average temperature of the coldest month 
is that less than or equal to 0°C.   
Geography: Three geographical locations are determined for the operations considered in 
this study as coastal, high inland and low inland [6]. Coastal turbine operations occurred 
within 20 kms of coastal region which are all already less than and equal to 100 m elevation 
from sea level, high inland turbine operations occurred at locations with elevation of more 
than 100 m from sea level and the rest of turbine operations are classified as low inland 
operations.  
Mean annual wind speed (MAWS): Turbine operations are classified into two as low level 




6.3.2.3 Variable distribution 
Table 6.2 summarizes the categories of variables and their shares within the variables. 
There are 496 operations cases which comes from direct drive turbines which consist of 
81% of all cases. 57% of operation cases occurred in temperate climatic regions. 41% of 
operation cases happened in coastal locations whereas 44% occurred at high inland 
locations. Low number of failures has 30% and high mean annual wind speed has 43% of 
operation cases. 16% of operation cases occurred with high capacity factor whereas 45% 
















Table 6.2 Summary of number of data points based on variables 
Variable Categories Frequency Percentage 
Design type Direct 496 81 
Geared 119 19 
Climatic regions Cfb (Temperate) 352 57 
Dfb (Cold) 263 43 
Geography Coastal 250 41 
High Inland 270 44 
Low Inland 95 15 
Number of previous 
failures 
0-20 182 30 
21-more 433 70 
Mean annual wind 
speed 
High 263 43 
Low 352 47 
Capacity factor High  98 16 
Low 277 45 




6.4.1 Two-step cluster analysis  
Two-step cluster analysis is a data mining tool which has an unsupervised learning 
algorithm. It is successfully applied to research in a broad range of areas [16-18] 
Unsupervised learning is a method of grouping samples into sub-groups without knowing 




dissimilar data points as much as possible [19]. There are several clustering techniques 
available such as k-means, g-means, hierarchical, partition, fuzzy clustering and two-step 
cluster analysis. However, among these options only hierarchical and two-step clustering 
methods work for categorical variables. Hierarchical clustering can work well for small 
sample sizes because of its expensive computations. Two-step cluster analysis is the only 
option considering large sample size and inclusion of categorical variables for this study 
[18]. Also, another advantage of two-step clustering is auto-selection of optimal cluster 
numbers [18]. 
As its name indicates, two-step clustering method has two steps which are pre-
clustering and hierarchical clustering of pre-clusters. It is assumed that categorical data 
points have a multinomial distribution in two-step clustering and log-likelihood distance 
measure is taken as criterion as shown in equations (6.1-6.4). 
 
   d(i, t) = ξi + ξt – ξ(i,t)                                                    (6.1) 
where  
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where ξi and ξt are variation within the clusters, ?̂?ⅈ𝑗
2  and ?̂?𝑡𝑗
2 represent variation of continuous 
variables and ?̂?ⅈ𝑗𝑙 and  ?̂?𝑡𝑗𝑙 represent probability of categorical variables [20]. 
In the first step pre-clustering is formed by constructing cluster tree which includes 
distances between all possible pairs between variables. In the second step a typical 
agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm applies, and clusters are formed [20]. 
Number of clusters are chosen based on Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) as it is 
suggested by Vermunt and Magidson (2002) [21]. SPSS V.25 statistical software package 
is used for two-step-clustering analysis in this study [22].  
6.4.2 Survival analysis  
Survival Analysis is a statistical method to determine factors affecting time-to-event data. 
This study investigates the risk factors of wind turbine reliability utilizing survival analysis. 
Probability of a turbine survives beyond time t is defined as survival function and described 
in equations (6.5-6.9) [23].  
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0
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where T denotes the time-to-failure, f(x) explains the probability density function of having 
a failure at time x, F (T) is the cumulative distribution function which represents a turbine 
survives until time T. Also, probability of survivorship beyond time T is denoted by S(t) 
survival function, probability of a turbine at time T would fail during next time interval is 
denoted as h(t) hazard rate and cumulative hazard function is represented as H(T). Survival 
analysis is divided into two as non-parametric survival analysis and semi-parametric 
survival analysis. Most used non-parametric and semi-parametric survival analyses are 
Kaplan-Meier estimator and Cox regression [24, 25].  
6.4.3 Non-parametric Survival Analysis: Kaplan-Meier Estimator 
Kaplan-Meier estimator is a non-parametric survival analysis method which does not make 
assumptions for any distribution. Equation 6.10 defines the Kaplan-Meier estimator [24]  
 
                                               Ŝ(t) = ∏
𝑛𝑗−𝑑𝑗
𝑛𝑗
ⅈ:𝑡𝑖≤𝑡                                                          (6.10) 
 
where dj is the number of events at time ti where i=1, …, k and ni is the number of 
individuals survived in at time ti [24].  
6.4.4 Semi-parametric Survival Analysis: Cox Proportional Hazards Model 
Cox Proportional Hazards Model (PHM) includes a parametric baseline hazard function 
along with a non-parametric hazard ratio. Cox PHM can be written as in Equation (6.11)  
 





where h0(t) represents the baseline function, z represents the variable and hazard coefficient 
is denoted as B for the variable.  
Statistical software package SPSS V.25 is used for all calculations and plots for 
Kaplan-Meier survival functions and Cox Regression [22]. Significance test with Cox 
regression is applied until only significant variables are remaining with p-values less than 
0.05. Cox regression results tables include following parameters: 
Standard Error (SE): SE explains the accuracy of estimation for the observed value against 
the fitted value.  
Wald statistic: The ratio of regression coefficient B to SE is called as Wald statistic. It is 
used to evaluate significance of B coefficients of independent variables.  
Degrees of freedom: Number of sub-factors which are compared against for a factor is 
defined as df. For example, climatic regions have 1 (2-1) df because there are 2 two 
categories in the variable.    
Significance level (sig.): For a variable, significance level represents the probability of 
having the resulted coefficient by chance.  
Exp (B): Hazard ratio as a result of Cox regression is called as Exp(B) in the results table.  
95% Confidence Intervals (CI): Results from Cox regression is represented by 95% Upper 
and lower levels of coefficients.  
6.5 Results  
 
6.5.1 Cluster Analysis 
Two-step cluster analysis is applied on the variables of wind turbine operations to identify 




Criterion is used for clustering formation in this study. The clustering quality is evaluated 
by silhouette measurement is 0.4 which represent a fair value. The three clusters as a result 
of two-step clustering analysis is shown in Table 6.3. Figure 6.3 summarizes the sizes and 
attributions of clusters. 
 
 
Figure 6.3 Cluster sizes and attributes 
 
6.5.1.1 Cluster 1 
Cluster 1 consists of 217 operation cases which makes 35% of all. This cluster mostly 
combines frequently failing direct-drive coastal turbines. These operations were at high 
mean annual wind speed locations with temperate climate and high number of previous 
failures. A high number of operations occurred at medium capacity factor, followed by 
high capacity factor.   
6.5.1.2 Cluster 2 
Cluster 2 includes 135 operation cases which is 22% of all. This cluster shows the lowest 




of the non-frequently failing turbine is assigned to cluster 2. Therefore, it can be said that 
this cluster is affected by non-frequently-failing turbines. Furthermore, vast majority of 
operations are in low and medium capacity factor at both high and low inland locations. 
Also, cluster 2 is formed by operations at low mean annual wind speed, temperate climate 
and geared drive turbines with low number of previous failures.  
6.5.1.3 Cluster 3 
Cluster 3 is made of 263 operation cases which is 43% of all. This cluster shows highest 
percentage of frequently-failing operations among three clusters with 51% and lowest 
percentage of non-frequently failing operations with 19%. Hence, it can be argued that this 
cluster is formed by frequently-failing operations in a dominant way. Furthermore, this 
cluster is composed of operations at low capacity factor at high inland locations with low 
mean annual wind speed. Cluster 3 is also constructed by operations in cold climates and 

















Table 6.3 Results of two-step cluster analysis. 
Variable Category 
Cluster 1 
(n = 217) 
Cluster 2 
(n = 135) 
Cluster 3 
(n = 263) Total 
CF High 59 6 33 98 
Medium  115 49 76 240 
Low 43 80 154 277 
Geography Coastal 176 12 62 250 
High Inland 0 69 201 270 
Low Inland 41 54 0 95 
MAWS High 209 0 54 263 
Low 8 135 209 352 
Climate Cold 0 0 263 263 
Temperate 217 135 0 352 
Design Type Direct-drive 183 50 263 496 
Geared-drive 34 85 0 119 
NOPF (0-20) 84 75 23 182 
(21-more) 133 60 240 433 
Failure frequency High 148 76 232 456 
Low 69 59 31 159 
 
It is seen from Table 6.3 that operations are clustered into three as non-frequently 
failing (cluster 2), frequently-failing with moderate dominance (cluster 1) and frequently-
failing with high dominance (cluster 3). The main categories which make differences 
between cluster 1 and cluster 3 are such that: 
• Dominant capacity factor categories in cluster 1 are mainly medium and high 




• Main geographical location in cluster 1 is coastal whereas in cluster 3 it is high 
inland.  
• Principal mean annual wind speed category in cluster 1 is high MAWS whereas 
in cluster 3 it is low MAWS.  
• The climate for cluster 1 is temperate whereas for cluster 3 it is cold.  
6.5.2 Survival Analysis 
It is aimed to utilize from survival analysis with its visualization and testing capabilities in 
this study. In the first sub-section descriptive statistics from survival analysis is given, 
followed by a section which gives survival functions. In the last sub-section, Cox 
regression results are presented to state significance of categories in variables.  
6.5.2.1 Descriptive statistics 
Table 6.4 depicts descriptive statistics of survival analysis results for categories within 
every variable. It can be seen from Table 6.4 that operations with geared-drive turbines in 
design type category has the highest mean value among all categories with 121.4 days TTF 
as well as the highest median TTF value with 85.8 days.  The lowest mean TTF value is 
noted in operations at high capacity factor category with 21.1 days which also has the 
















































Direct 496 46.4 4.2 38.2 54.5 14.0 1.3 11.5 16.6 
Geared 119 121.4 12.8 96.2 146.6 85.8 26.1 34.7 137.0 
Climate Temperate 352 81.5 6.4 69.0 94.0 26.0 3.0 20.2 31.7 
Cold 263 33.3 5.0 23.5 43.0 11.1 1.4 8.4 13.9 
Geography Coastal 250 75.5 7.7 60.4 90.6 21.9 3.5 15.1 28.8 
High inland 270 31.7 3.4 25.0 38.5 13.3 1.4 10.6 16.0 
Low inland 95 105.3 15.2 75.5 135.1 31.0 6.5 18.2 43.8 
NOPF 0-20 182 101.9 10.3 81.8 122.1 31.6 4.4 22.9 40.3 
21-more 433 43.6 4.1 35.5 51.7 14.0 1.2 11.6 16.4 
MAWS High 263 61.3 6.6 48.3 74.3 15.0 1.8 11.6 18.5 
Low 352 60.6 5.7 49.3 71.8 17.8 1.9 14.0 21.6 
CF High 98 21.1 3.6 14.1 28.1 6.5 1.1 4.3 8.6 
Low 277 49.0 5.4 38.4 59.7 14.4 1.4 11.7 17.2 
Medium 240 90.8 8.7 73.8 107.8 27.2 2.7 21.9 32.5 
 
 
6.5.2.2 Survival Functions 
Kaplan-Meier survival functions are obtained as in Figure 6.4. As can be seen in Figure 
6.4.a operations in direct-drive turbines have lower survival comparing to geared-drive 
turbines. Figure 6.4.b shows that operations in cold climate have low survival comparing 
to the operations in temperate climate. Figure 6.4.c shows that survival of low land 




lowest survival occurs in high land operations. Figure 6.4.d low NOPF operations have 
higher survival than high NOPF. The only not obvious distinction is between low and high 
MAWS as can be seen in Figure 6.4.e. High CF operations show the lowest survival 
whereas medium is the highest survival. Low CF operations show higher survival than high 















(a)                                                                                    (b) 
 
                                                 (c)                                                                                     (d)      
  
 
                                                (e)                                                                                      (f) 
Figure 6.4 Kaplan-Meier survival functions of environmental and operational variables. 





6.5.2.3 Cox Regression results 
Table 6.5 summarizes Cox regression modeling results. The climatic region variable has a 
p-value of 0.830 and therefore removed from the regression results because of its 
insignificance. It is also noted that operations at coastal locations have not found as 
significantly different than the ones at low inland locations with a p-value of 0.89. 
Operations with direct-drive turbines have 1.7 times higher probability of having failure 
comparing to the ones with geared-drive turbines. Operations at high inland locations have 
1.9 times higher probability of having failure than operations at low inland locations. 
Operations which have low number of previous failures have 0.7 times risk comparing to 
the operations which have high number of previous failures. High mean annual wind speed 
increases the probability of failures 1.4 times comparing to the operations at a region where 
there is low mean annual wind speed. Operations with high capacity factor has 2.2 times 
more risk to have a failure than operations with medium capacity factor. Also, operations 
with low capacity factor carry 1.4 times more risk comparing to operations with medium 
capacity factor.    
Table 6.5 Cox regression modeling results. 
Variables B SE Wald df Sig. Exp(B) 
Design type 0.528 0.116 20.915 1 0.000 1.696 
Geography   42.667 2 0.000  
Geography (Coastal) 0.017 0.126 0.018 1 0.893 1.017 
Geography (High inland) 0.655 0.130 25.422 1 0.000 1.924 
NOPF -0.310 0.101 9.488 1 0.002 0.734 
MAWS 0.313 0.095 10.869 1 0.001 1.367 
CF   39.441 2 0.000  
CF (High) 0.775 0.124 38.880 1 0.000 2.171 






Cluster analysis resulted with two clusters which are composed of frequently-failing 
operations against one cluster with non-frequently failing operations. In the following we 
compare the results from cluster analysis and survival analysis: 
• One of the clusters with frequently-failing operations include medium and high CF 
values while the other one includes low CF values. However, the cluster with non-
frequently failing operations include mainly medium and low CF values. This is in 
line with survival functions and Cox regression results where one can see that the 
highest impact occurs by high CF, followed by low CF and the lowest impact occurs 
by medium CF. 
• Clusters of two frequently-failing operations are dominated by direct-drive turbine 
operations whereas in the non-frequently-failing turbine operations include geared-
drive turbine operations. These clusters are in line with the results from Cox 
regression in which one can note that direct drive-turbine operations have higher 
risk to be failed comparing to the geared-drive turbine operations.  
• Clusters with frequently-failing operations occur at coastal and high inland whereas 
non-frequently failing operations occur at high inland and low inland locations. 
Survival analysis results show that high inland turbine operations have the highest 
risk, followed by coastal and low inland turbine operations. This shows that there 
is a little difference between clustering and survival analysis results in which high 
inland turbines are associated with non-frequently-failing turbines. However, low 




high-frequently-failing operation clusters, respectively are in line between cluster 
and survival analysis. 
• Clustering and survival analysis results do not agree much on MAWS values. There 
are clusters from both non-frequently-failing and frequently-failing operations 
which have low MAWS. However, Cox regression result show that operations at 
high MAWS have higher risk for wind turbine reliability. It would be expected from 
Cox regression that MAWS would not be a significant variable based on cluster 
formation. 
• It is noted that the non-frequently-failing cluster and one of the frequently-failing 
turbine operations clusters have temperate climate dominations. Cox regression 
results also show that climate does not have a significant impact on wind turbine 
reliability which is also supported by cluster formation.  
• Two clusters with frequently-failing operations are dominantly clustered by high 
NOPF values whereas the cluster with non-frequently-failing operations is 
clustered with low NOPF values. The Cox regression results and survival function 
graphs supports this clustering formation by showing that high NOPF has higher 
risk of failures than low NOPF.   
Furthermore, impacts of risk factors on electrical subsystems and components of 
electrical subsystems are shown by applying Kaplan-Meier survival functions using 
database which is used in Chapter 5 since the data points used in this chapter is not enough 







This study investigates the risk factors of wind turbine failures by applying clustering and 
survival analyses utilizing a comprehensive maintenance data from wind turbines with 615 
operation cases. The clustering and survival analysis of wind turbine operations enables 
understanding of linkages between frequently-failing and non-frequently failing operations 
and environmental and operational conditions.  
Cluster analysis resulted with three optimal clusters in the data as two of the clusters 
(cluster 1 and cluster 3) are associated with being frequently-failing operations and one 
(cluster 2) is associated with being non-frequently failing operations. Cluster 1 is mainly 
formed by operations with medium-high CF, direct-drive design type, coastal, high 
MAWS, temperate climate locations with high NOPF values. Cluster 3 is dominated by 
operations with low CF, direct-drive design type, high inland, low MAWS, cold climate 
locations with high NOPF values. On the other hand, cluster 2 is formed by operations with 
low-medium CF, geared-drive design type, high and low inland, low MAWS, temperate 
climate locations with low NOPF values. 
Kaplan-Meier survival functions and Cox regression results show that high CF, 
direct-drive design type, high inland locations, high mean annual wind speed and high 
number of previous failures are significant risk factors whereas climatic regions are shown 
to be an insignificant variable for wind turbine reliability.  
This chapter also compares the results from both cluster and survival analysis in 




shows to be insignificant for cluster forming whereas a significant factor for Cox 
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CHAPTER 7: WIND TURBINE RELIABILITY MODELING AND PREDICTION 




Wind energy installation is rapidly increasing around the world and reliability prediction 
for wind turbines is becoming more important [1]. Mone et al. (2017) [2] determined 
operations and maintenance (O&M) cost of a 2MW onshore wind turbine as 14.6$/MWh. 
They also found that this value can increase to 49.6$/MWh for a 4.14MW offshore wind 
turbine [2]. This corresponds to 2$M and 14.8$M for onshore and offshore wind turbine 
O&M costs, respectively in their 20 years-life-time [2]. Furthermore, the cost for lost 
energy production during the maintenance activities further decreases the revenue. Wind 
turbine reliability improvement is necessary to keep up with the growth of wind energy 
installations. Therefore, the wind industry needs tools to help for their-decision making in 
their maintenance activities. O&M cost can be decreased by proactive maintenance by 
eliminating level of effect of a potential failure as well as reducing potential longer 
downtime [3, 4]. Although there is a significant effort for reliability modeling and 
prediction of wind turbines in the literature, there are only a few studies that utilize machine 
learning tools. This chapter constructs statistical models using machine learning 
applications namely logistic regression and artificial neural network (ANN) to aid in 
decision making of wind turbine maintenance activities and ultimately improve wind 
turbine reliability while minimizing operations and maintenance (O&M) cost of wind 
energy. Logistic regression model provides odds ratios for risk factors which can be 
interpreted to examine wind turbine reliability. ANN also provides complex relationship 




Both logistic regression and ANN models are cross-validated to eliminate the potential of 
overfitting the models. Comparisons are presented of model prediction accuracy and the 
interpretation and generalization of their results is discussed. 
7.2 Literature review 
 
There are many studies in the literature on wind turbine reliability modeling and prediction. 
Faulstich et al. (2016) [5] modeled reliability of wind turbines considering five different 
categories of failures namely, early, random, aging, fatigue, overload and component-
specific failures. Leite et al. (2006) [6] developed a computer model which compile 
stochastic characteristics of wind speed and operational information from wind turbines 
such as failure and repair rate to provide annual estimation of energy production. Wilson 
and McMillan (2014) [7] assessed wind farm reliability using weather dependent failure 
rates. Leigh and Dunnett (2016) [8] modeled the maintenance of wind turbines considering 
three types of maintenance, namely periodic, conditional and corrective for an offshore 
5MW turbine by using petri nets method. The number of required corrective maintenances 
for a life-time of the turbine for every subsystem is predicted by the model [8]. Slimacek 
and Lindqvist (2016) [9] applied a Poisson process and survival analysis together to 
analyze wind turbine failure frequencies consider different factors such as type of turbine, 
size of turbine, harshness of environment, installation date and seasonal effects. They found 
that lightning, icing and high wind increased the failure rate by 1.7 times [9]. Faulstich et 
al. (2011) [10] investigated dependence of wind turbine reliability on different factors using 
a reliability ranking method. Wind turbines located close to the seawater and highlands, 
and with high wind speeds were found to suffer high failure rates [10]. Reder et al. (2018) 




techniques to determine the effects of weather conditions on wind turbine failures by 
analyzing Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) data. They found that wind 
speed did not impact failure occurrences whereas winter is the season in which failure 
frequencies are increased. Reder and Melero (2018) [12] proposed using Bayes Belief 
Networks (BBN) to predict wind turbine failures based on weather conditions. They have 
utilized failure data from 948 wind turbines and concluded that BBN is capable of reliably 
predicting wind turbine failures. Wind turbine gearbox reliability is investigated by Sheng 
et al. (2016) from National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) by collecting data from 
the wind industry [13]. They have concluded that gearbox bearings are the most frequently 
failing parts [13]. It is noted that the previous studies have not considered number of 
previous failures as a predictor for wind turbine failures. On the other hand, logistic 
regression and artificial neural network techniques have been widely utilized for modelling 
purposes in other fields such as medical, engineering and social sciences [14-18]. Both 
methodologies are also applied successfully for modeling and prediction of wind energy 
production [19, 20]. However, logistic regression and ANN have not been applied in a 
single study to model and predict wind turbine reliability. Also, the studies in the literature 
do not consider reliability of wind turbines as a classification of frequently-failing and non-
frequently-failing and do not predict wind turbines’ failure behavior based on this 
classification. Logistic regression and ANN have capabilities of dealing with relationships 
between input variables such as operational and environmental variables and output 
variables such as failure frequency of wind turbines. Using historical time-to-failure data, 
these two methods can easily discriminate wind turbines as frequently-failing and non-




also determine the impact of variables on failure frequency so that the importance of 
variables is realized. Therefore, the goal in this study is to fill the gap of literature which 
lack of using these strong methods for modeling and predicting wind turbine failure 
frequency based on known operational and environmental conditions.  
7.3 Methodology and data 
 
In this study wind turbine reliability is modeled based on environmental and 
operational factors using two machine learning applications, namely Logistic Regression 
and Artificial Neural Network (ANN) utilizing a comprehensive maintenance database. 
Logistic regression and ANN are selected for this study because they are capable of 
handling complex relationships between categorical independent and dichotomous 
dependent variables as in the case of wind turbine reliability even though they have some 
differences which will also be compared and discussed in this study. Wind turbine 
reliability is modeled as a classification problem in this research rather than a regression 
for two reasons. First, predicting time-to-failure with a classification approach rather than 
a regression approach result with higher prediction accuracy since the time-to-failure data 
have massive variance (i.e. minimum TTF is 0.3 days, maximum TTF is 835 days). Second, 
it is thought that producing a probability of being associated with frequent or non-frequent 
failures for a turbine provides less risky information than an exact time-to-failure 
information for wind turbine operators. Modeling with logistic regression and ANN 
methods are done using SPSS V25 statistical analysis software [21]. We have used 
randomly chosen 70% and 30% of the data as training and test samples, respectively for 
logistic regression and artificial neural network models. Then, we also applied 10-fold 




Finally, we have extended 10-fold cross validation to other two machine learning 
algorithms, namely k-nearest neighbor (kNN) and support vector machines (SVM) to 
compare performances of all four methods. 
7.3.1 Logistic Regression 
Logistic regression is a machine learning method which examines the relationship between 
binary outcomes (dependent variable) such as whether a turbine is being frequently-failing 
or non-frequently failing and inputs (independent variables) such as factors affecting 
turbine failing frequency [22]. Logistic regression uses maximum likelihood method to 
produce a best-fitting function to the data. The procedure for best fitting is applied by 
several iterations to maximize the probability of the observed data to be part of the correct 
classified outcome given the regression coefficients. Figure 7.1 shows the logistic 
regression fitting function. The mathematical expression of logistic regression is given in 
Equation (7.1): 
    Log (
𝑝
(1−𝑝)
) = B0 + B1X1 + … + BnXn                                         (7.1) 
where B0 is a constant B1, B2, …,Bn are regression coefficients of the variables X1, X2, 
…,Xn. Therefore, probability of X can be calculated as in Equation (7.2): 
        P(X )  = 
eB0+B1X1+⋯+B𝑛X𝑛  
1+ eB0+ B1X+⋯+B𝑛X𝑛






Figure 7.1 Plot of the logistic function [22] 
 
Results from logistic regression are shown in Table 7.3 with the following metrics: 
 
• Coefficient (B): Independent variable coefficient which is calculated by logistic 
function. 
• Standard Error (SE): The standard error of coefficients (B) of independent variables.   
• Wald statistic: Wald statistic is a ratio of coefficient (B) to SE. It is used to evaluate 
significance of B of independent variables.  
• Degrees of freedom: df represents number of categories which are compared against 
the baseline category for a variable.  
• Significance level (sig.): The probability of having the independent variable 
coefficient by a random chance for a given variable.  
• Exp (B): Odds ratio with respect to the baseline category in the variable.  
 
7.3.2 Artificial Neural Networks  
The Artificial Neural Network (ANN) method is a machine learning technique to model 
complex problems and predict outcomes utilizing collected data and independent variables 
[22]. The method mimics the learning and recalling behavior of human brain which 
consists of massive number of neurons [22]. Neurons in ANN are fully connected within 
three different layers, namely input layer, hidden layers and output layer which are 





Figure 7.2 Feed-forward multilayer neural network [22] 
 
Input layer has all information from the input pattern whereas hidden layer connects 
the input layer to the output layer by an activation function and the outcome layer 
transforms the hidden layer activation into the scale of desired output. The activation 
function for this study is selected as hyperbolic tangent because of its differentiable nature 
and use of classification purpose. The most widely used neural network which is multi-
layer feed forward (MLF) with back propagation learning is used in this study. The network 
algorithm utilizes gradient descent on the weights of the networks. The neural networks 
algorithm repeats feed-forwarding and back propagating until it minimizes the outcome 
error [22].  
7.3.3 Reliability Data 
Maintenance data from 615 operations as in the Chapter 6 is utilized in this chapter. 
Thirteen turbines have 500 kW, 2 turbines have 600 kW and 6 turbines have 1500 kW 
capacities among the selection of turbines. These turbines are surveyed for all their 
maintenance activities as part of the WMEP database collection. Total 753 operation time 




the metrics of reliability for wind turbines in the literature [10]. TTF values are classified 
as frequent failures (TTF<40 days), mid-frequent failures (80 days≥TTF≥40 days) and 
non-frequent failures (TTF>80 days) because the mean value of TTF values from 753 data 
is 60.2 days in this study. Therefore, the response variable in this study is frequency of 
failures. The classification of the data reduced the number of the data points from 753 to 
615 by eliminating mid-frequent failures to obtain a better separation between frequent and 
non-frequent failures. Table 7.1 shows the descriptive statistics of TTF values in variables. 
Table 7.1 Descriptive statistics for considered samples in this study 
Variable Sample size Mean (days) Median 
(days) 
Standard Deviation 
All 615 61 17 108 
Frequent failures 456 13 9 11 
Non-frequent failures 159 198 145 138 
 
7.3.4 Selected Variables 
Independent variables are selected based on the wind turbine reliability literature [9-
11]. Six factors are considered as affecting wind turbine reliability in two categories, 
namely operational and environmental factors. Operational factors are turbine design type, 
number of previous failures (NOPF) and capacity factor (CF), while environmental factors 
are climatic regions, geography and mean annual wind speed (MAWS) of turbine locations. 
CF could be thought to be depended on MAWS, however, these two factors represent two 
different impacts in this study. CF values are calculated for every operation until a failure 
occurs which represent short term fatigue whereas MAWS is an annual value for every 
turbine which represents long term fatigue of wind turbines. Other factors such as wind 




system for a wind turbine are not included due to data limitations. Also, turbine age is also 
excluded since it is greatly dependent on number of previous failures and it is pre-
determined that NOPF impact on reliability is more significant than turbine age. 
7.3.4.1 Operational factors 
Turbine design type: Wind turbines are divided into two based on their gearing design such 
as geared-drive and direct-drive turbines. Note that direct-drive turbines in this study are 
only type of electrically induced direct-drive turbines because of its dominance at the time 
of the data collection.  
Number of previous failures (NOPF): A failure could potentially increase the risk of 
another failure in a wind turbine. Therefore, operational cases are divided into two as 
having low number of previous failures (0-20) and high number of previous failures (21-
more).    
Capacity factor (CF): Wind turbine operation cases are divided into three as having low 
(20%>CF), medium (20≤CF≤40%) and high (40%≤CF) capacity factor which means 
energy production ratio to the maximum capacity.  
7.3.4.2 Environmental factors 
Climatic regions: Koppen-Geiger climatic classification is utilized for this study [23]; wind 
turbines are in 2 different climatic regions namely, temperate climate without dry season 
warm summer (Cfb) and cold climate without dry season warm summer (Dfb). The main 
difference between two climatic regions is that average temperature of the coldest month 
in Cfb is between 0°C and 18°C whereas in Dfb the average temperature of the coldest 




Geographical location: Three geographical regions are determined for the operations 
considered in this study as coastal, high inland and low inland as it is suggested in the 
literature [10]. Coastal turbine operations occurred within 20 km of coastal region which 
are all already less than 100 m elevation from sea level, high inland turbine operations 
occurred at locations with elevation of more than 100 m from sea level and the rest of 
turbine operations are classified as low inland operations. 
Mean Annual Wind Speed (MAWS): Turbine MAWS values are obtained for Global Wind 
Atlas [24]. Turbines which are located in areas that have lower than 6.25 m/s MAWS are 




















Table 7.2 Frequency and percentage of number of data points based on variables 
Variable Categories Frequency Percentage 
Design type Direct 496 81 
Geared 119 19 
Climatic regions Cfb (Temperate) 352 57 
Dfb (Cold) 263 43 
Geography Coastal 250 41 
High Inland 270 44 
Low Inland 95 15 
Number of previous 
failures 
0-20 182 30 
21-more 433 70 
Mean annual wind 
speed 
High 263 43 
Low 352 47 
Capacity factor High  98 16 
Low 277 45 




7.4.1 Logistic regression prediction model 
Table 7.3 shows the significance values of the variable categories as a result of logistic 
regression. The only insignificant variable is determined as climatic regions with a p-value 
of 0.2. The expected significance from climatic regions did not come true since wind 




low capacity factor are two insignificant categories in significant variables of geography 
and CF, respectively. High inland wind turbines have 5.2 times odds ratio which means the 
likelihood of occurrence comparing to low inland turbines for being a frequently-failing 
turbine as can be seen in Table 7.3. Similarly, direct-drive turbines have 4 times odds ratio 
in comparison to geared-drive turbines for being associated with frequently-failing 
turbines. High number of previous failures increases the odds ratio 2.3 times comparing to 
low number of previous failures. High mean annual wind speed increases the probability 
of being frequently-failing turbine by 1.8 times for a wind turbine. Interestingly, turbines 
with a medium capacity factor have the lowest probability of being frequently failing 
comparing to the low and high capacity factor. Turbines with high capacity factor have 4.2 
times odds ratio comparing to turbines with medium capacity factor and this could be 
















Table 7.3 Logistic regression results 
Categories B S.E.  Wald df Sig.  Exp 
(B) 
Design type (Direct) 1.392 0.315 19.504 1 0.000 4.021 
Climatic regions (Cfb)    1 0.200  
Geography (Low Inland)   30.151 2 0.000  
Geography (Coastal) -0.094 0.328 0.083 1 0.774 0.910 
Geography (High Inland) 1.649 0.380 18.831 1 0.000 5.201 
NOPF (0-20) -0.813 0.270 9.094 1 0.003 0.444 
MAWS (High) 0.568 0.285 3.982 1 0.046 1.765 
CF (Medium)    10.928 2 0.004  
CF (High) 1.439 0.437 10.836 1 0.001 4.215 
CF (Low) 0.303 0.272 1.246 1 0.264 1.354 
Constant -0.879 0.464 3.581 1 0.058 0.415 
 




) = -0.879 + 1.392(Direct) + 1.649(High Inland) – 0.813((0-20) NOPF) + 
                           0.568(High MAWS) + 1.439 (High CF)                                  (7.3) 
7.4.1.1 Model evaluation 
The goodness-of-fit test for a logistic regression can be done by several methods. Hosmer 
and Lemeshow test determines how well the data fits the model by calculating the deviance 




hypothesis which states that the model is good enough to be fitted for the data. The null 
hypothesis is accepted by a chi-square value of 4.213 and a p-value of 0.837 for this model. 
Furthermore, two pseudo-R-squares have been used to evaluate logistic regression models, 
namely Cox&Snell R-square and Nagelkerke R-square. The model explains 20% and 29% 
of the variation from the data according to Cox & Snell and Nagelkerke, respectively. 
Model evaluation metrics and corresponding results are given in Table 7.4. 
Table 7.4 Logistic regression model evaluation 
Model evaluation method chi-
square 
df  Sig. R2 
Hosmer and Lemeshow  4.213 8 0.837 NA 
Cox&Snell NA NA NA 0.201 
Nagelkerke NA NA NA 0.293 
Moreover, classification tables can demonstrate the performance of the model by 
showing the percentages of correctly predicted outcomes as a result of the model. Table 
7.5 shows that overall 78.7% of the trained data (n = 442) is predicted correctly while this 
is tested by a holdout part of the data (n = 173) with 78% of correct prediction.   






Training Non-frequent 41 76 35.0% 
Frequent 18 307 94.5% 
Overall Percent 78.7% 
Test Non-frequent 14 28 33.3% 
Frequent 10 121 92.4% 





7.4.1.2 K-fold cross validation 
Logistic regression model cross-validation is done by splitting data into ten pieces. Nine 
pieces are used for training and one piece is used for test for every fold of cross validation. 
Here 10-fold cross validation is applied by repeating the process until every piece of ten 
becomes a test case. Figure 7.3 shows the visualization of cross-validation process. Cross-
validation is done in Orange machine learning software [25]. 
 
 
Figure 7.3 10-fold cross validation methodology 
 
10-fold cross validation results for logistic regression model showed that overall 
prediction accuracy is 78.6% in which frequently-failing turbine prediction accuracy is 




in-line with original model testing sample prediction accuracies of 78.0% overall, 92.4% 
frequently-failing turbine and 33.3% non-frequently-failing turbine prediction accuracies.  
7.4.1.3 Scenario analysis 
Four different scenarios based on significant variables from logistic regression are analyzed 
and represented in Table 7.6. It is seen in Table 7.6 that a wind turbine in Scenario 1 has 
the highest probability as opposed to a turbine in Scenario 4 having lowest probability to 
be a frequently-failing wind turbine. As stated earlier the effects of geography, capacity 
factor and design type of turbines are most prominent ones to cause this much of difference. 
Calculations for Scenario 1 is shown in Equation 7.4 as an example: 
 
                           P(X)  = 
e−0.879+ 1.392∗1+1.692∗1−0.813∗1+0.568∗1+1.439∗1 
1+e−0.879+ 1.392∗1+1.692∗1−0.813∗1+0.568∗1+1.439∗1













Table 7.6 Scenario analysis for wind turbine reliability modeling using logistic regression 
Variables Scenario 1  Scenario 2  Scenario 3  Scenario 4  
Turbine Design Direct Geared Geared Geared 
Geography High Inland Low Inland High Inland Low Inland 




(0-20 NOPF) (0-20 NOPF) 
Mean annual wind speed High 
MAWS 
High MAWS Low MAWS Low MAWS 
Capacity factor High CF High CF Medium CF Medium CF 
Probability of being a frequently-
failing-turbine 
97% 76% 49% 16% 
 
Figure 7.4 shows all combinations of variables and their associated probability of 
being frequently-failing for a wind turbine. It can be inferred from Figure 7.4 that if a 
location has high capacity factor (CF>40%) and turbine design type is direct drive, there is 
a very high probability that this turbine will be associated with being frequently-failing. 
Contrarily, if a turbine has medium capacity factor (40%≥CF>20%) and turbine design 
type is geared-drive, there is a high probability that this turbine will be a non-frequently 





Figure 7.4 All combinations of variables and their reliability results based on logistic 
regression modeling (cut-off line is depicted by a purple line at 50%) 
 
7.4.2 The artificial neural network model 
Several trials have been done to determine number of optimum hidden layers to 
construct the ANN mode. Forty-seven trials have been done to understand the impact of 
number of hidden layers and number of neurons in hidden layers on prediction accuracy. 
Trials included one to five hidden layer configurations with variety of number of neurons. 
Test sample prediction accuracy is considered to determine number of hidden layers since 
test sample accuracy represents the performance of the model. Appendix F lists all trials 
with associated prediction accuracies in the test sample. This analysis is done by WEKA 
software on the same data with 70% to 30% share of training and testing samples, 
respectively [26]. It is noted that although there is no certain pattern, the prediction 
accuracy is higher with the networks of single hidden layer and a smaller number of 




































Direct High CF Direct Medium CF Direct Low CF




as seen in Figure A1. The final ANN model is built on the same exact training data which 
was used for logistic regression model. Activation function for hidden layers and output 
layer are hyperbolic tangent and identity functions which lead to observed maximum 
prediction accuracy, respectively.  
Figure 7.5 demonstrates the importance of independent variable contribution to the 
network construction which shows the measure of how much the model result is changed 
depending on independent variables. Variable importance is a sensitivity analysis which 
computes the importance of independent variables on model output [27]. Design type has 
the highest contribution to the ANN model with 25.9%, followed by geography with 
25.6%. Capacity factor, number of previous failures and mean annual wind speed have 
21.5%, 15.0% and 6.1% contributions to the network, respectively, whereas climatic 
regions have the lowest contribution with 5.9%. The network model is shown in a graph in 
Appendix G.  
 





7.4.2.1 Model evaluation 
Table 7.7 shows the prediction accuracies of training and validating samples. The results 
show that ANN model has a good overall prediction accuracy. It can be inferred that there 
is not significant difference in overall correct predictions among training and test samples 
with 78.1% and 80.3%, respectively. The test sample prediction for frequently-failing 
turbines shows very high accuracy with 93.1% while the training sample prediction for 
non-frequently-failing turbines has fair performance with 40.5% of accuracy. Overall, the 
ANN model has successful predictions for wind turbine reliability.  
 
Table 7.7 Model evaluation for ANN 
Sample Observed 
Predicted 
Non-frequent Frequent Percent Correct 
Training Non-frequent 42 75 35.9% 
Frequent 22 303 93.2% 
Overall Percent 78.1% 
Test Non-frequent 17 25 40.5% 
Frequent 9 122 93.1% 
Overall Percent 80.3% 
 
7.4.2.2 K-fold cross validation of the ANN model 
In order to cross-validate the neural network model results; data is split into ten pieces in 
which nine pieces are used for training, one piece is used for testing. This process is 
repeated until all pieces are used as a test piece as seen in Figure 7.3. The Orange software 
is utilized for cross-validation and seeking for the highest cross-validation accuracy with 
single hidden layer architecture [25]. 10-fold cross-validation resulted with 8 neurons in 




turbine prediction accuracy is 93.6% and non-frequently-failing turbine prediction 
accuracy is 36.5%. 
7.5 Discussion 
In this study two machine-learning applications are utilized for modeling and predicting 
wind turbine reliability. These two methods have different level of capabilities in various 
aspects such as prediction accuracy, ease of sharing with others and ease of interpretation 
which are discussed in this section.  
• Prediction accuracy: This study shows that logistic regression and ANN models 
show similar overall prediction accuracies with 78.0% and 80.3%, respectively. For 
frequent-failing turbine predictions, both models (92.4% for logistic regression - 
93.1% for ANN) are along the same line whereas for non-frequent failing turbine 
prediction accuracies ANN model has greater prediction accuracy than logistic 
regression model (33.3% for logistic regression – 40.5% for ANN). Lower 
prediction accuracy for non-frequent failures is due to high variance in time-to-
failures and low number of data points in predicted non-frequent failures. On the 
other hand, high number of data points and their consistent reliability for predicted 
frequent failures are the reasons for 92.4% prediction accuracy. 
• Ease of sharing with others: Logistic regression provides an equation which 
consists of coefficients for significant variables that can be easily used for 
probability of association for binary outcomes whereas ANN does not have a 
feature to be calculated by any given outcomes. In order to repeat the ANN model, 
there is a need for a software to apply ANN and constructed network needs to be 




• Ease of interpretation: Logistic regression provides coefficients and odds ratios for 
variables which can be interpreted easily and help understand effects of variables. 
ANN has a feature of providing variable importance on network construction which 
base the network weights. Both models have effective features to provide 
understanding the effects of variables. 
    
Prediction accuracies from other machine learning algorithms such as k-nearest 
neighbor (kNN) and support vector machines (SVM) are also compared with results from 
logistic regression model and ANN model on the same exact data using Orange data mining 
toolbox applying 10-fold cross validation [25]. In kNN algorithm a data point is classified 
based on their neighbors whereas in support vector machines, every data point is 
considered as p dimensional vector which consists of a list of p values and SVM finds the 
linear hyperplane to classify data points based on a selected function [28, 29].  The highest 
prediction accuracy is obtained with k=32 for the algorithm of kNN and Gaussian kernel 
support vector machines type is used for SVM algorithm. Table 8 summarizes the 
prediction accuracy metrics for all algorithms. In general results are along the same line. 
In this study, ANN is found to have the highest prediction accuracy for predicting failure 
frequency of wind turbines. This might be attributed higher ability of ANN to model 
complex relationships between input and output variables [14]. However, it must be noted 
that the prediction accuracy performance of algorithms might differentiate depending on 


















Logistic regression 94.7 32.1 78.6 
kNN 91 37.1 77.1 
SVM 95.8 25.8 77.7 
ANN 93.6 36.5 78.9 
   
7.6 Conclusions 
The objective of this chapter is to use operational and environmental variables along with 
time-to-failure data from wind turbines to model and predict wind turbine reliability. The 
models predict the probability of association with frequent and non-frequent failures. To 
this effect, we presented applications of logistic regression (LR) and artificial neural 
network (ANN). A 10-fold cross-validation of the results of the two models showed 78.6% 
and 78.9% overall prediction accuracies for LR and ANN, respectively. The conclusions 
of this chapter are summarized as follows: 
• Based on odds ratios from logistic regression, wind turbines that are located on high 
altitude inland location, high capacity factor, high number of previous failures and 
high mean annual wind speed showed higher probability of being associated with 
frequent failures.  
• Logistic regression results also showed that direct-drive wind turbines have higher 
probabilities of being associated with frequently-failing wind turbines in 




• An ANN model shows that design type, geography and capacity factor of wind 
turbines have the greatest contribution to the network construction, followed by 
NOPF, MAWS and climatic regions.  
• The odd ratios for variables from logistic regression and importance of variables 
from ANN showed similar order among variables of geography, capacity factor, 
design type, number of previous failures, mean annual wind speed and climatic 
region.  
The novelty of this study comes with predicting frequently-failing and non-frequently 
failing wind turbines using their known operational and environmental conditions. Logistic 
regression and ANN models can help wind farm investors and operators for their decision 
making in cases of site and turbine type selection and proactive measures in terms of 
maintenance activities. The models can help for decision making by predicting the 
probability of being associated with frequent or non-frequent failures for wind turbines 
based on operational and environmental conditions.  
Further studies should include additional geographical areas representing different 
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CHAPTER 8: A DECISION SUPPORT TOOL TO PREDICT FAILURE COSTS 




Operation and maintenance (O&M) cost for wind turbines is a burden for wind farm 
operators. Many failures of wind turbines are unpredictable, and the uncertainty may put 
wind farm operators in tough situations such as loss of energy production, loss of asset and 
lack of enough monetary budget. Mone et al. (2017) [1] determined operations and 
maintenance (O&M) cost of wind turbines as 14.6$/MWh for a 2MW onshore wind turbine 
in a 200 MW-project, while they found 49.6$/MWh for a 4.14MW offshore wind turbine 
in a 600 MW-project. The corresponding costs for O&M are around 2$M and 14.8$M for 
an onshore and an offshore wind turbine, respectively in their 20 years-life-time [1]. 
Furthermore, the cost for lost energy production during the maintenance activities further 
decreases the revenue. Therefore, wind industry needs tools to predict time-to-failure, time-
to-repair and cost for failures for wind turbines. Proactive maintenance decreases the cost 
of a potential failure as well as reducing downtime which is a longer duration when there 
is a failure without a prior proactive maintenance [2, 3]. The goal in this study is three-
fold. First, evaluating time-to-failure probabilities for every month of operation. Second, 
estimating time-to-repair (TTR) probabilities for TTR≤8hrs, 8hrs<TTR≤16hrs, 
16hrs<TTR≤24hrs, and more than 1-day time intervals based on operational and 
environmental conditions. Third, developing a decision support tool which estimates cost 
of failures for 60 days of operation in wind turbines depending on their known operational 
and environmental conditions. The decision support tool can be utilized by wind farm 




O&M budget and to or not to take the maintenance service providers’ offers for O&M 
services.    
There are many studies in the literature on wind turbine reliability prediction and 
maintenance optimization. Faultsich et al. (2011) [4] studied factors causing wind turbine 
failures and concluded that turbines close to seawater and at high land locations with high 
wind speed suffer higher failure rates. Besnard (2009) [2] found that benefit of using 
condition monitoring system is 190,000 € for a 3 MW wind turbine as well as finding 
optimal interval for visual inspection as 4 months and inspection with condition monitoring 
as 1 year for blades.  Ortegon et al. (2014) [3] proposed system dynamics approach by 
employing typical failure rates and maintenance cost to evaluate cost-benefit of applying 
preventive maintenance instead of not applying it. They [4] found that corrective 
maintenance cost would be $511,596 if there is no preventive maintenance and the total 
O&M cost would be $77,542 if there are two preventive maintenance events per year per 
turbine in its entire life. Leigh and Dunnett (2016) [5] used petri nets to model the 
maintenance of wind turbines considering three types of maintenance, namely periodic, 
conditional and corrective for an offshore 5MW turbine. The model evaluated the number 
of corrective maintenances required for a life-time of the turbine for every subsystem [5]. 
Carlos et al. (2013) [6] applied Monte Carlo simulations for maintenance optimization 
purposes using generic failure database and wind speed data from a Spanish database. They 
concluded that the optimum scheduled maintenance interval should be 113 days instead of 
a general industrial application of 180 days whereas Kerres et al. (2014) [7] found that 





Literature includes studies which find factors affecting wind turbine reliability and 
availability, model the reliability behavior of wind turbines and predict optimal 
maintenance intervals for wind turbines considering minimum cost. However, there is a 
lack of probabilistic estimation of time-to-failure and time-to-repair in the literature. 
Furthermore, cost of failures for wind turbines is never modeled by a machine learning 
technique using historical data. This study aims to fill these literature gaps by integrating a 
Bayesian updating and machine learning applications.    
8.2 Data and selected variables 
 
8.2.1 Reliability data 
Wind Monitor and Evaluation Program (WMEP) database, which is utilized as reliability 
data in this study, is a comprehensive maintenance database which covers operations of 
wind turbines from Germany from 1989 to 2008 [4]. 21 turbines which have capacities of 
500 kW, 600 kW and 1500 kW are selected among the most relevant turbines and two 
different design concepts such as geared and direct-drive turbines. Thirteen turbines have 
500 kW, 2 turbines have 600 kW and 6 turbines have 1500 kW capacities. For data 
collection, the turbines are surveyed for all their maintenance activities. There are 753 
operation cases used for this chapter.  
8.2.2 Selected variables 
Six independent variables are selected for determining factors affecting wind turbine 
reliability. These variables are in two main categories which consist of operational and 
environmental variables. Operational factors include turbine design type, number of 
previous failures (NOPF) and capacity factor (CF), whereas environmental factors 





8.2.2.1 Operational variables  
Turbine design type: Operations in the database are divided into two as associated with 
wind turbine design types of geared-drive and direct-drive. It must be noted, though, direct-
drive turbines in this study only consist of electrically-induced direct drive turbines.  
Number of previous failures (NOPF): Operation cases are divided into two as being low 
number of previous failures (0-20) and high number of previous failures (21-more) since 
it is thought that more failure increases the potentiality of other failures.   
Capacity factor (CF): Wind turbine operation cases are divided into three as having low 
(20%>CF), medium (20≤CF≤40%) and high (40%≤CF) capacity factor. 
8.2.2.2 Environmental variables 
Geography: Three geographical regions are determined for the operations considered in 
this study as coastal, high inland and low inland as it is suggested in the literature [4]. 
Coastal turbine operations occurred within 20 km of coastal region which are all already 
less than and equal to 100m elevation from sea level, high inland turbine operations 
occurred at locations with elevation of more than 100m from sea level and the rest of 
turbine operations are classified as low inland operations.  
Mean Annual Wind Speed (MAWS): Turbine operations are classified into two as low level 
(<6.25 m/s) and high level (≥6.25 m/s) based on the values from global wind atlas [8].  
Climatic region: Koppen-Geiger climatic regions are utilized for climate classification [9]. 
There are two different Koppen-Geiger climatic regions for the considered turbines, 
namely temperate and cold climatic regions. For the cold climatic region, average 
temperature of the coldest month is less than or equal to 0°C whereas for the temperate 




Number of data points and their share in categories of variables are given in Table 
8.1. 
Table 8.1 Summary of number of data points based on variables 
Variable Categories Frequency Share 
Design type Direct 602 80% 
Geared 151 20% 
Geography Coastal 325 43% 
High Inland 311 41% 
Low Inland 117 16% 
Number of previous 
failures 
(0-20) 232 31% 
(21-more) 521 69% 
Mean annual wind 
speed 
High 332 44% 
Low 421 56% 
Climatic regions Cold 299 40% 
Temperate 454 60% 
Capacity factor High 112 15% 
Low 328 43% 




Two different approaches are applied in this study. In the first approach a Bayesian 
updating is used, in the second approach artificial neural network models are adopted to 
develop a decision support tool. A Bayesian updating is used to predict discrete time-to-
failure and time-to-repair probabilities for wind turbines based on their known operational 
and environmental parameters. Cost of failures are predicted by probability of time-time-




this chapter. For estimation of both time-to-failure and time-to-repair probabilities, 
artificial neural network (ANN) machine learning method is adopted. Explanation of ANN 
machine learning method is given in more details in Chapter 7. 
8.3.1 Turbine-based probability of time-to-failure and time-to-repair estimation  
8.3.1.1 Bayes theorem 
The Bayes theorem is first introduced by Thomas Bayes in 1950s and have been utilized 
by many scientists for various applications. In statistics, Bayesian approach is used to 
utilize prior knowledge and data from current experiment (x) to obtain posterior 
distribution of unknown parameter θ [10]. An important advantage of Bayesian inference 
is that it enables to update the probability of a failure when more data available [11]. Let 
P(θ) represents the prior distribution of θ and let L(x, θ) denote the likelihood function and 
P(θ|x) is posterior distribution then Bayes theorem can be expressed as in the following 
[10]: 
 





                                                                     (8.1) 
 
8.3.1.2 Likelihood function 
For observed data, x, the function L(x, θ) = f(x|θ) which is considered as a function of θ is 
called as likelihood function. Given a set of observed data x1, x2, x3, …, xn which represent 
a random sample from a population of X with principal density fx(X), the probability of 
observing this set of variables assuming that the parameter of the distribution is θ, is given 
in Equation (8.2) [10]. 
 
                                                L(x, θ) = ∏ f𝑥(xⅈ|θ)
𝑛




8.3.1.3 Prior knowledge 
In Bayesian approach, prior knowledge comes from historical data, prior beliefs or 
previous work. A prior distribution, P(θ), which is so-called conjugate prior simplifies the 
application of Bayes theorem for obtaining posterior distribution. For instance, the class of 
normal densities is a conjugate family for normal priors which can be used for obtaining 
posterior density of θ given x is normal [11].  
8.3.1.4 Posterior distribution 
Posterior distribution, P(θ|x), is calculated by Equation (8.1) and represents combination 
of beliefs from the prior knowledge about θ and beliefs which come from observed sample 
data x [11].  
8.3.1.5 Beta distribution 
In probability theory and statistics beta distribution is used for binomial distributions which 
include discrete data. Since we consider discrete number of turbine-failures for time-to-
failure and time-to-repair we use beta distribution for prior and posterior distributions in 
this study. Beta distribution has two parameters, namely α and β which control shape of 
the distribution [12]. For posterior beta distribution calculations Keisan-Casio online 
calculator is utilized [13].   
8.3.1.6 Bayesian updating 
Generic scheduled maintenance interval for wind turbines in the industry is every three 
months for the first year of operation and after that every six months or a year depending 
on the turbine type [3]. Therefore, we look at the failure probabilities on monthly basis in 
this section. As an example, Table 8.2 illustrates the calculation of probability of failures 
for the first 7 months of operation for high inland direct-drive wind turbines. There are 238 
wind turbine-failures in total, 173 of these failures occur over the course of the first month 




It is assumed to have a uniform distribution for prior knowledge in this study since there is 
no prior monthly-based failure data. Therefore, alpha and beta values are added to 174 and 
66, respectively which gives 73% probability by using beta distribution mode value (Beta 
(174, 66)) [11]. This calculation is repeated for the rest of the months in a similar way.  
TTR probabilities are estimated similarly considering time-to-repair intervals of 
TTR≤8hrs, 8hrs<TTR≤16hrs, 16hrs<TTR≤24hrs, and more than 1-day. The rationale 
behind these intervals is that working shifts are mostly allotted for 8 hours in the wind 
industry.  
 








Total number of WT-
failures - Summation of 







1 173 173 65 174 66 0.73 
2 35 208 30 209 31 0.87 
3 17 225 13 226 14 0.95 
4 7 232 6 233 7 0.97 
5 3 235 3 236 4 0.99 
6 1 236 2 237 3 0.99 
7 2 238 0 239 1 1 
 
8.3.2 Predicting cost of failures 
To predict the cost of failures, time-to-failure and time-repair probabilities are evaluated 
for every combination of operational and environmental conditions by using machine 
learning methods; subsequently, the results are multiplied by the cost of failure for each 




60-days of operation and more than 60-days of operation. Time-to-repair probability 
classes are TTR≤8hrs, 8hrs<TTR≤16hrs, 16hrs<TTR≤24hrs, and more than 1-day. Figure 
8.1 shows the schematic of developing the decision support tool.  
 
 
Figure 8.1 Schematic of developing the decision support tool to predict cost of failures 
for wind turbines 
 
The following steps are applied to predict the cost of failure of wind turbines: 
i. Calculate time-to-failure and time-to-repair probabilities for all condition 
combinations. 
ii. Assume cost of failure for time-to-repair classes.  





iv. Sum all cost shares for time-to-repair classes for a given condition. 
An example of cost of failure prediction is given for a direct-drive wind turbine operating 
at high capacity factor (50%), present at temperate coastal, high mean annual wind speed 
location and having 10 previous failures as in the following:    
i. Calculate time-to-failure and time-to-repair probabilities for all condition 
combinations. 
In order to calculate probabilities of time-to-failure and time-to-repair, artificial neural 
network machine learning method is adopted. Two different ANN model are built for time-
to-failure and time-to-repair probabilities, and 10-fold cross validation is applied to 
evaluate the performance of ANN models. In order to obtain the highest prediction 
accuracy, number of neurons and hidden layers are tried until the highest overall prediction 
accuracy is achieved. Then, probability results from the 10-fold cross validation results of 
ANN models are recorded.   
As an example; probability of failure in less than or equal to 60 days and time-to-
repair probability classes are given for direct drive-high CF-coastal-temperate-high 
MAWS and low NOPF combination in Table 8.3.  
Table 8.3 Example of probabilities of time-to-repair classes 


































ii. Assume cost of failures for time-to-repair classes.  
The cost of failures is estimated by considering the cost of repair and the cost of lost energy 
production per MW capacity of a wind turbine. The cost of failure values used in this study 
are fictitious values, however, it must be noted that the total annual cost values are in a 
good accordance with reports from cost of earlier maintenance reports [14]. The end-users 
can use their own cost of repair values based on their experience and judgement. The 
assumed costs of wind turbine failures are given in Table 8.4 for three energy production 
levels.  




Cost of failure per MW ($) 
0-8hrs 8-16hrs 16-24hrs >1 day 
Capacity 
factor 
High (CF>40%) 2000 3500 5000 15000 
Low (CF<20%) 1000 1750 2500 10000 
Medium 
(40%≥CF≥20%) 1500 2750 3500 12500 
 
iii. Multiply probability of being frequently-failing with the cost for time-to-repair 
classes.  
Cost of failures are calculated for every class of time-to-repair (e.g. 0-8hrs) by multiplying 
probability of being associated with high frequently failing and cost of failures. For 
example, it is 82% to be a frequently failing turbine for a direct-drive wind turbine 




speed location and having 10 previous failures as can be seen in Table 8.3. Cost of 0-8hrs 
repair for turbine in these conditions is assumed as $2000. The probability of having 0-
8hrs repair for given wind turbine is 71% as it is given in Table 8.3. Therefore, the cost for 
0-8hrs TTR class is calculated as in the Equation (8.3) and Equation (8.4).  
 
C (T) = Probability of failure * Cost of failure * Probability of time-to-repair       (8.3) 
                                 C (0-8hrs) = 0.82 * 2000 ($) * 0.71= $1164                                              (8.4) 
 
iv. Sum all cost shares for time-to-repair classes for a given condition. 
Total probabilistic cost of failures for 60-days of operation for wind turbines are calculated 
by summing five classes of time-to-repair. Costs for 0-8hrs, 8-16hrs, 16-24hrs and more 
than 1-day time-to-repair divisions along with total estimated cost for a direct-drive wind 
turbine operating at high capacity factor (50%), present at coastal, high mean annual wind 
speed location and having 10 previous failures is given in Table 8.5.  
Table 8.5 Summary of cost of failures for every time-to-repair class 
Conditions 
Cost of failure ($) 
0-8hrs 8-16hrs 16-24hrs >1 day Total 
Direct-High CF-Temperate-







Time-to-failure and time-to-repair probabilities are explained in sections 8.4.1 and 8.4.2, 
respectively. Cost of failure prediction results are explained in section 8.4.3. 
8.4.1 Time-to-failure probabilities 
Failure probabilities for every month of operation are estimated by using Bayesian 
updating and results are given in Figure 8.2. Failure probabilities vary depending on the 
operational and environmental condition of wind turbines. Figure 8.2.a shows that geared-
drive turbines with medium capacity factor has the lowest probability of failures for most 
of the months while direct-drive turbines with high capacity factor has the highest 
probabilities of failures. Geared-drive turbines at low inland locations have the lowest 
probability of failure while direct-drive high inland turbines have the highest probability 
of failures as can be seen Figure 8.2.b. In the first three month of operation only 40% of 
the failures occurred for low inland geared-drive turbines while 95% of the failures 
occurred for direct-drive high inland turbines. Figure 8.2.c shows that geared-drive wind 
turbines at high MAWS locations have the lowest probability of failures whereas direct-
drive turbines regardless of their mean annual wind speed they have the highest probability 
of failures at every month of operation. Geared-drive wind turbines with low number of 
previous failures have the lowest probability of failures whereas direct-drive turbines with 
high number of failures have the highest probability of failures as seen in Figure 8.2.d. It 
is seen on Figure 8.2.e that geared-drive at temperate climates have the lowest probability 
of failure comparing to direct-drive turbines in both temperate and cold regions. It is also 
seen from Figure 8.2.e that direct-drive turbines in cold climatic regions have higher 






                                      (a)                                                                                          (b) 
                       
c)                                                                                         (d) 
 
(e) 
Figure 8.2 Time-to-failure of wind turbines based on operational and environmental 
factors. ((a) capacity factor b) geography c) mean annual wind speed d) number of 



















































































































































8.4.2 Time-to-repair probabilities 
Bayesian updating for time-to-repair probabilities based on turbine design type and other 
environmental and operational conditions are given in Figure 8.3. Figure 8.3.a shows the 
results time-to-repair probabilities based on capacity factor of wind turbines. It can be 
inferred from Figure 8.3.a that direct-drive turbines with high capacity factor have the 
highest probability of quick repairs and lowest probability of delayed repairs whereas 
geared-drive turbines with medium capacity factor have the lowest probability of quick 
repairs and highest probability of delayed repairs. It is also shown in Figure 8.3.a that 
geared-drive turbines with high capacity factor have the highest probability of quick repairs 
in geared-drive turbines. Figure 8.3.b shows that direct-drive turbines at low inland 
locations have the lowest probability of delayed repairs such that 96% of the failures are 
repaired in less than 1 day. On the other hand, geared-drive turbines at high inland locations 
have the highest probability of delayed repairs such that 42% of the failures is repaired in 
more than 1 day. Figure 8.3.c shows that there is not a common pattern for TTR 
probabilities of different design types of wind turbines based on mean annual wind speed. 
Direct-drive turbines at low MAWS locations have the highest probability of quick repairs 
and lowest probability of delayed repairs, contrarily, geared-drive turbines at low MAWS 
locations have the highest probability of delayed repairs and lowest probability of quick 
repairs. Figure 8.3.d shows that number of previous failures do not change the share of 
probability of TTR values significantly for direct-drive wind turbines. However, geared-
drive turbines which have less than 20 failures have 44% of time-to-repair in less than 8 
hours whereas geared-drive turbines which have more than 20-failures history have 65% 
of time-to-repair in more than 8 hours. It is observed from Figure 8.3.e that there is a slight 




climates, direct-drive wind turbines have lower share of quick repairs and higher share of 
delayed repairs comparing to cold climates. Since there is no data from cold climates for 
geared-drive wind turbines the only comparison can be done against direct-drive wind 
turbines at temperate locations. It is seen from Figure 8.3.e that geared-drive turbines in 
temperate climate have lower share of quick repairs and higher share of delayed repairs 
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(e) 
Figure 8.3 Time-to-repair of wind turbines based on operational and environmental 
factors. ((a) capacity factor b) geography c) mean annual wind speed d) number of 
previous failures e) climatic regions) 
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8.4.3 Predicting cost of failures 
In this chapter, results from artificial neural network (ANN) machine learning method for 
time-to-failure and time-to-repair predictions are integrated to predict wind turbine cost of 
failures depending on their operational and environmental conditions of wind turbines. 
Also, performances of ANN for time-to-failure and time-to-repair are evaluated by 
applying 10-fold cross validation as explained in Chapter 7. The 10-fold cross validation 
results showed that ANN has 73.4% overall prediction accuracy for time-to-failure with a 
single hidden layer with eight neurons and 65.2% overall prediction accuracy for time-to-
repair prediction accuracy with a single hidden layer and nine neurons and these accuracies 
are satisfactorily high [11]. All machine learning applications are done in Orange machine 
learning toolbox [15]. The time-to-failure and time-to-repair probabilities from ANN 
models are presented in Appendix I.  
8.4.3.1 High capacity factor locations 
As shown in Figure 8.4, geared-drive turbines which operate with high capacity factor have 
higher estimated costs than direct-drive turbines which operate at a high capacity factor, 
regardless of geography, mean annual wind speed and previous failure history. The highest 
distinction between two turbine design type is noted in high inland locations with the 
factors of higher number of previous failures and higher mean annual wind speed. On the 
other hand, on a temperate high inland location with low MAWS and low NOPF geared-
drive turbines become more favorable in terms of failure costs. The cost of failure for direct 
drive wind turbines are generally the most favorable at coastal and low inland locations 
and the least favorable on high inland locations regardless of the other risk factors. 




high inland locations in cases of low NOPF and low MAWS although high inland locations 
are generally the least favorable. 
 
 
Figure 8.4 Predicted cost of failures at locations with high capacity factor 
 
8.4.3.2 Medium capacity factor locations 
Figure 8.5 shows that at medium energy producing locations the distinction between direct-
drive and geared-drive turbines become closer. The highest distinction between the two 





























types of wind turbines is noticed at high inland locations with higher NOPF and lower 
MAWS regardless of climatic region for the favor of direct-drive wind turbines. Geared-
drive wind turbines become more favorable at temperate costal locations with higher 
MAWS regardless of number of previous failures with medium capacity factor. Overall, 
temperate and low inland or coastal locations are the most favorable locations for a geared-
drive wind turbine considering higher initial cost of direct-drive wind turbines comparing 






Figure 8.5 Predicted cost of failures at locations with medium capacity factor 
8.4.3.3 Low capacity factor locations  
Figure 8.6 shows that geared-drive turbines which operate at low capacity factor have 
higher estimated costs at high inland locations than direct-drive turbines which operate at 
a low capacity factor. The highest distinction between the two types of turbines is noted at 
the high inland locations with low MAWS regardless of their number of previous failures 
and climatic regions. Although there is no combination of factors that make geared-drive 
wind turbines more favorable, it is noted that temperate locations with coastal and low 





























inland geography are the locations with the least distinction of cost of failure between 
direct-drive and geared-drive wind turbines. Overall, at the cold and high inland locations 
with higher MAWS direct-drive turbines are favorable whereas at temperate and coastal or 
low inland locations with lower MAWS geared-drive wind turbines are more favorable 
considering higher initial cost of direct-drive wind turbines.    
 
Figure 8.6 Predicted cost of failures at locations with low capacity factor 
 





























8.5 Conclusions and future work 
 
This study presents application of two different approaches: The first approach is Bayesian 
updating for wind turbine failure probability and repair time estimation based on wind 
turbine design type and another environmental or operational condition. The second 
approach is prediction of cost of failures for wind turbines based on all combinations of 
environmental and operational factors using artificial neural network models. This study 
provides a decision support tool for wind farm operators to predict cost of failures from 
wind turbines based on their known environmental and operations conditions. The tool can 
be applicable easily on an excel spreadsheet utilizing the input variables which are supplied 
in this paper. This tool can be used to decide about investing on a more feasible site and 
more cost-efficient wind turbine type. Furthermore, this tool can be utilized for decision-
making in accepting or rejecting third party service provider O&M contract offers. The 
following conclusion are drawn from this study: 
• Time-to-failure and time-to-repair values for wind turbines vary, based on 
operational and environmental conditions.  
• The highest probability of failures is noted at the high inland locations for direct-
drive turbines with 73% probability of failure within the first month of operation.  
• Higher probability of delayed repairs (more than 1 day) is noted in the high inland 
locations for geared-drive turbine types with medium capacity factor and high 
number of previous failures.   
• High inland locations increase both probability of failures and probability of 




• Medium capacity factor lowers failure frequency but increases delayed time-to-
repair probability for geared-drive wind turbines.  
• Considering the predicted costs, direct-drive turbines are favorable for locations 
with high capacity factor (more than 40%) whereas geared-drive turbines can 
become advantageous at locations with medium capacity factor (between 20% and 
40%).  
 
Cost of failures are subject to change if default values are wanted to be changed into 
known values in the decision support tool. In this study, cost of time-to-repair values are 
assumed to be fixed for geared and direct-drive wind turbines. However, in fact, the 
material costs might differ in between different wind turbine types. Another limitation for 
this study was that lack of consideration of age based-failure frequency. There might be an 
impact of wear-out phase which is at last years of a wind turbine lifetime, however, this 
study considers wind turbines which have at most 14 years of operation. Therefore, more 
detailed time-to-failure and cost for time-to-repair estimation can be done in a future works. 
Future studies can also investigate more spread region with more different climatic 
conditions such as very hot and very cold areas as well as more different types of wind 
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This thesis provided a comprehensive analysis and modeling of wind turbine reliability and 
availability utilizing a well-known maintenance database, so-called WMEP database. The 
analysis and modeling considered reliability and availability metrics, namely time-to-
failure or failure rate and time-to-repair or downtime, respectively. First, the maintenance 
database was pre-processed to eliminate missing data points. Then, some additional 
parameters such as climatic regions, geographical locations, number of previous failures 
and capacity factor are generated and matched with every operation case. Failure modes, 
effects and criticality analysis is applied on identical wind turbines to see impact of climatic 
regions and design types on wind turbine failures. Clustering and survival analyses are 
applied to determine operational and environmental risk factors of wind turbine reliability. 
Wind turbine reliability is modeled based on the risk factors by utilizing machine learning 
algorithms, namely logistic regression and artificial neural network. Finally, a decision 
support tool to predict failure cost of wind turbines are developed along with monthly time-
to-failure and divisions of time-to-repair predictions based on known operational and 
environmental conditions of wind turbines. The decision support tool can be utilized by 
wind energy stakeholders such as investors, operators, insurers and government officials 
to forecast cost of failures for given operation and environmental conditions of wind 
turbines.  
Insights into failure causes, effects and criticalities of wind turbines are provided in 




revealed differences in failure rates and downtimes of subsystems of wind turbines. 
Climatic regions are found to have an impact on the critical subsystems and failure causes 
of wind turbines. Rotor blades, for instance, are affected by the coldest climatic regions 
where longer downtimes, higher failure rates and higher lightning-caused failures are 
observed. It is also noted that direct-drive wind turbines have higher failure rates than 
geared-drive wind turbines in most of the subsystems. Differences are also obtained in 
subsystem component failures. For example, rotor blade bolts are more problematic in 
direct-drive wind turbines while blade shells have higher failure rate in geared-drive wind 
turbines. Electric systems and gearbox are critical subsystems in geared-drive wind 
turbines whereas generator and electric systems are critical subsystems in direct-drive wind 
turbines. Electric system and gearbox have the highest cost criticalities in Cfb and Dfb 
climatic regions whereas rotor blades have higher cost criticality in Dfc climatic region 
instead of gearboxes while electric systems remain critical. Generator, rotor blades and 
control systems have the highest downtime criticalities for direct-drive wind turbines 
whereas generator, electric and control systems have the highest downtime criticalities for 
geared-drive wind turbines. Furthermore, electric and rotor blades have the highest 
downtime criticalities for wind turbines in Dfc climatic region, generator and electric 
system have the highest downtime criticalities in Cfb climatic region and gearbox, sensors 
and electric systems have the highest downtime criticalities in Dfb climatic region.  
In Chapter 6 the risk factors of wind turbine reliability are assessed using two-step 
cluster and survival analyses on 615 operation cases. Cluster analysis resulted with three 
clusters; two of them are made by frequently-failing operations whereas one of them is 




failing operations is made by operations with medium and high capacity factor, direct-drive 
design type, coastal geographical location, high mean annual wind speed, temperate 
climate locations and high number of previous failures. The second cluster with frequently-
failing operations is constructed by low capacity factor, direct-drive design type, high 
inland geographical location, low mean annual wind speed, cold climatic regions and high 
number of previous failures. The cluster with non-frequently failing operations are made 
of the ones from low and medium capacity factor, geared-drive design type, high and low 
inland locations, low mean annual wind speed, temperate climate and low number of 
previous failures. Furthermore, Kaplan-Meier Survival functions and Cox regression 
results show similarities with cluster analysis about the risk factors. Results from survival 
analysis showed that high capacity factor, direct-drive design type, high inland 
geographical location, high mean annual wind speed and high number of previous failures 
are significant risk factors which affect wind turbine reliability.  
Wind turbine reliability is modeled based on known operational and environmental 
conditions in Chapter 7. Two machine learning applications, namely logistic regression 
(LR) and artificial neural network (ANN) are utilized. Models are evaluated by appropriate 
tests and validated with a 10-fold cross validation approach. Both the LR and ANN models 
successfully predicted the wind turbine reliability with 78.0% and 80.3% prediction 
accuracies, respectively. Furthermore, the performance of two machine learning 
applications is compared with other two well-known machine learning methods namely k-
nearest neighbor and support vector machines; it was found that LR and ANN are better 
predictors of wind reliability than the other two. Logistic regression modeling results show 




speed and high number of previous failures increase the frequency of wind turbine failures. 
Moreover, ANN modeling results show that geography, design type and capacity factor are 
the highest contributors to the network as in the same line LR model. LR and ANN models 
can be used to evaluate probability of a wind turbine’s association with being frequently 
failing (time-to-failure is less than 40 days) based on known environmental and operation 
conditions of wind turbines. This prediction can be easily done by using LR model 
equation, however ANN needs a software to make predictions based on its constructed 
model.    
A decision support tool to predict cost of wind turbine failures is developed in 
Chapter 8 along with estimating probabilities of monthly time-to-failure and divisions of 
time-to-repair, based on operational and environmental conditions, by using a Bayesian 
updating approach. It is noted that time-to-failure and time-to-repair values vary depending 
on the environmental and operational conditions. Higher probability of failures is noticed 
for direct-drive wind turbines with high capacity factor and high number of previous 
failures whereas higher probability of delayed repairs (TTR>1 day) is found for geared-
drive wind turbines with medium capacity factor and high number of previous failures. 
High inland locations and high number of previous failures increase both probabilities of 
frequent failures and delayed repairs. As a result of the decision support tool using the 
assumed cost of failures, direct-drive turbines at high capacity factor locations are 
favorable almost all other conditions while medium and low capacity factor locations are 
more favorable places than high capacity factor locations for geared-drive wind turbines. 
There are some limitations regarding the assumed cost of failures such that repair cost is 




transportation and labor costs might alter depending on the wind turbine conditions. 
Therefore, cost of failures in the decision support tool can be revised by the end user’s 
judgement.    
Following are the brief outcomes from this research for wind energy practitioners: 
• Wind turbine manufacturers must consider climatic impacts in the design phase 
and must improve the reliability and availability on the critical subsystems such 
as electrical and rotor blade systems. 
• Wind farm investors and operators must consider wind turbine design type and 
climatic region impacts on reliability and availability, and accordingly arrange 
their maintenance activities. 
• Design type, climatic region, capacity factor, number of previous failures, mean 
annual wind speed and geographical location have impact on wind turbine 
reliability and availability. Wind energy stakeholders must consider these 
factors for their maintenance decisions and budget allocation.  
• Machine learning techniques are powerful methods to model wind turbine 
reliability and failure cost prediction. Using historical time-to-failure and time-
to-repair data, wind farm stakeholders can utilize these methods for their 
decision making. 
9.2 Future work 
 
    This study investigated wind turbine reliability and availability in a comprehensive way, 
however, there was some data limitations which can be minimized in future studies. First, 
the maintenance database is collected until 2008. Wind industry is developing, and new 




the performance of newer direct-drive and geared-drive wind turbine technologies. Second, 
maintenance data come from Germany which has a relatively limited climatic dispersion. 
Analysis with additional failure and repair data from more different climatic regions such 
as very hot and very cold climates can improve understanding of failure causes, effects and 
criticalities of wind turbine subsystems. Third, actual cost of failures which is important 
for decision making-processes is lacking in this study. A further study might integrate the 
real failure cost values in order to predict cost of failures of wind turbines based on their 







WMEP MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR REPORT 
Maintenance and repair report which is given in Figure A1 is used as manual data 
collection tool for the WMEP data survey duration. The main parts of the report contain 
turbine manufacturer and model information, maintenance type, downtime, costs stated on 
the bill (this information is not supplied for this thesis), cause of malfunction, effect of 
malfunction, the effected subsystem and component of the wind turbine and replaced main 












FAILURE RATE AND DOWNTIME PER FAILURE FOR 1.5 MW 
TURBINES 
Figure B1 shows that for 1.5 MW wind turbines hub, control system and yaw system 
have higher failure rates in direct-drive design turbines whereas rotor blades, generator, 
electric system, sensors, gearbox, mechanical brake, drive train and hydraulic system have 
higher failure rates in geared-drive design turbines. Furthermore, it is observed from Figure 
B1 that geared-drive wind turbines have significantly higher downtime per failure in 
subsystems except for rotor hub, rotor blades, yaw system and structural parts and housing.   
 
 












































Only Cfb region considered




Impact of climatic regions on failure rate and downtime of 1.5 MW wind turbines 
are only investigated for two climatic regions with direct-drive wind turbines because of 
the data availability. Figure B2 shows that failure rate is higher in Dfb climatic regions for 
all subsystems except for control system and yaw system. Similarly, downtime values are 
higher in Dfb climatic regions for all subsystems except for hub, electric and structural 
parts and housing. 
 
 
Figure B2 Failure rate and downtime comparison for 1.5 MW wind turbines based on 









































Only direct-drive turbines considered





DOWNTIME PER FAILURE FOR CRITICAL SUSBYSTEM 
COMPONENTS 
Figure C1 shows comparison of downtime per failure of rotor blade components from 
identical 500 kW wind turbines in different climatic regions. It can be inferred from Figure 
C1 that blade bolts have the highest downtime per failure in Cfb region whereas in Dfc 
region blade shells have the significantly high downtime per failure. In Dfb region 
downtime per failure from components of rotor blades are very low.  
 
 































Only Geared-drive turbines considered




Figure C2 shows that blade bolts cause higher downtime for geared-drive wind 
turbines while blade shells and miscellaneous parts have higher downtime for direct-drive 
wind turbines.  
 
 
Figure C2 Downtime per failure for rotor blade components based on drive type of wind 
turbines 
 
Figure C3 shows that generator bearings have significant downtime per failure in 
Cfb climatic region followed by miscellaneous parts in both Cfb and Dfc regions. In Dfb 
region, very low downtime in generator components is observed.    
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Since generator types are different, there is significant differences in downtime per 
failure values for generator components based on design types of wind turbines. Generator 
bearings have very high downtime per failure for geared-drive wind turbine where there is 
no windings and brushes failures are occurred, for direct-drive wine turbines downtime per 































Figure C4 Downtime per failure for generator components based on different wind 
turbine design types 
 
Figure C5 shows that downtime per failure in electrical system components in Cfb 
and Dfb regions are along the same line whereas in Dfc climatic region higher downtime 
per failure values are observed for converters and cables and connections.  
 


























Only Cfb region considered


























Only Geared-drive turbine considered




Figure C6 shows that all components of electrical systems in geared-drive wind 




Figure C6 Downtime per failure for electric system components for different design types 





































Only Cfb region considered





ERROR BARS FOR RISK FACTOR CATEGORIES 
 
 
Figure D1 Error bar chart for design type variable 
 
 





Figure D3 Error bar chart for MAWS variable 
 
 































Figure E1 Kaplan-Meier survival functions of electric subsystem based on design type 
 
 






























Figure E7 Kaplan-Meier survival functions for fuses based on climatic regions 
 
 






Figure E9 Kaplan-Meier survival functions for fuses based on NOPF 
 
 


















Figure E13 Kaplan-Meier survival functions of switches based on MAWS 
 
 






Figure E15 Kaplan-Meier survival functions of switches based on geographical location 




















TRIALS FOR ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK MODEL SELECTION 
 
Number of trials 
Number of nodes Test sample prediction accuracy (%) 
Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer 3 Layer 4 Layer 5 Non-frequently failing  Frequently-failing Overall 
1 3 - - - - 27.3 97.9 81 
2 4 - - - - 27.3 97.9 81 
3 5 - - - - 29.5 96.4 80.4 
4 6 - - - - 27.3 96.4 79.9 
5 7 - - - - 29.5 95.7 79.9 
6 8 - - - - 31.8 94.3 79.3 
7 9 - - - - 29.5 95.7 79.9 
8 10 - - - - 31.8 94.3 79.3 
9 15 - - - - 29.5 96.4 80.4 
10 20 - - - - 29.5 95.7 79.9 
11 100 - - - - 29.5 95.7 79.9 
12 3 3 - - - 13.6 98.6 78.3 
13 4 4 - - - 31.8 93.6 78.8 
14 5 5 - - - 27.3 97.1 80.4 
15 6 6 - - - 31.8 95 79.9 
16 10 10 - - - 31.8 94.3 79.3 
17 10 20 - - - 31.8 94.3 79.3 
18 20 10 - - - 31.8 94.3 79.3 
19 20 20 - - - 31.8 94.3 79.3 
20 20 30 - - - 31.8 94.3 79.3 
21 30 20 - - - 31.8 94.3 79.3 









Number of trials 
Number of nodes Test sample prediction accuracy (%) 
Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer 3 Layer 4 Layer 5 Non-frequently failing  Frequently-failing Overall 
23 3 3 3 - - 27.3 96.4 79.9 
24 4 4 4 - - 27.3 96.4 79.9 
25 5 5 5 - - 27.3 96.4 79.9 
26 6 6 6 - - 27.3 96.4 79.9 
27 10 10 10 - - 31.8 95.7 80.4 
28 20 20 20 - - 31.8 94.3 79.3 
29 20 20 30 - - 34.1 93.6 79.3 
30 20 30 30 - - 31.8 94.3 79.3 
31 100 100 100 - - 31.8 94.3 79.3 
32 3 3 3 3 - 0 1 76.1 
33 4 4 4 4 - 0 1 76.1 
34 5 5 5 5 - 0 1 76.1 
35 6 6 6 6 - 0 1 76.1 
36 10 10 10 10 - 31.8 94.3 79.3 
37 20 20 20 20 - 31.8 94.3 79.3 
38 20 20 30 30 - 29.5 95.7 79.9 
39 30 30 20 20 - 31.8 94.3 79.3 
40 100 100 100 100 - 43.2 85 75 
41 3 3 3 3 3 0 1 76.1 
42 4 4 4 4 4 0 1 76.1 
43 5 5 5 5 5 0 1 76.1 
44 6 6 6 6 6 0 1 76.1 
45 10 10 10 10 10 0 1 76.1 
46 30 30 30 30 30 0 1 76.1 





ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK MODEL 
 












High CF Medium CF Low CF High CF Medium CF Low CF 
Coastal-Low MAWS-Low NOPF 0.757 0.426 0.426 0.437 0.156 0.156 
Coastal-Low MAWS-High NOPF 0.876 0.626 0.626 0.636 0.293 0.293 
Coastal-High MAWS-High NOPF 0.926 0.747 0.747 0.755 0.423 0.423 
Coastal-High MAWS-Low NOPF 0.846 0.567 0.567 0.578 0.245 0.245 
Low inland-Low MAWS-Low NOPF 0.757 0.426 0.426 0.437 0.156 0.156 
Low inland-Low MAWS-High NOPF 0.876 0.626 0.626 0.636 0.293 0.293 
Low inland-High MAWS-High NOPF 0.926 0.747 0.747 0.755 0.423 0.423 
Low inland-High MAWS-Low NOPF 0.846 0.567 0.567 0.578 0.245 0.245 
High inland-Low MAWS-Low NOPF 0.942 0.794 0.794 0.802 0.489 0.489 
High inland-Low MAWS-High NOPF 0.973 0.897 0.897 0.901 0.684 0.684 
High inland-High MAWS-High NOPF 0.985 0.939 0.939 0.941 0.792 0.792 










TTF AND TTR PROBABILITIES BY ANN 
Design 










Direct Temperate High Inland 0-20 H High 0.83 0.48 0.2 0.08 0.24 
Direct Temperate Low Inland 0-20 H High 0.75 0.66 0.21 0.05 0.08 
Direct Temperate Coastal 0-20 H High 0.82 0.71 0.13 0.05 0.1 
Direct Temperate High Inland 0-20 L High 0.78 0.55 0.2 0.08 0.17 
Direct Temperate Low Inland 0-20 L High 0.79 0.67 0.21 0.05 0.07 
Direct Temperate Coastal 0-20 L High 0.68 0.71 0.14 0.06 0.09 
Direct Temperate High Inland 21-more H High 0.92 0.58 0.24 0.07 0.12 
Direct Temperate Low Inland 21-more H High 0.89 0.66 0.23 0.05 0.06 
Direct Temperate Coastal 21-more H High 0.86 0.54 0.23 0.07 0.15 
Direct Temperate High Inland 21-more L High 0.78 0.78 0.15 0.04 0.03 
Direct Temperate Low Inland 21-more L High 0.78 0.74 0.18 0.04 0.04 
Direct Temperate Coastal 21-more L High 0.67 0.73 0.17 0.05 0.05 
Direct Cold High Inland 0-20 H High 0.9 0.47 0.12 0.1 0.31 
Direct Cold Low Inland 0-20 H High 0.83 0.69 0.13 0.07 0.12 
Direct Cold Coastal 0-20 H High 0.9 0.68 0.12 0.07 0.14 
Direct Cold High Inland 0-20 L High 0.88 0.59 0.12 0.09 0.2 
Direct Cold Low Inland 0-20 L High 0.86 0.72 0.12 0.07 0.1 
Direct Cold Coastal 0-20 L High 0.86 0.76 0.11 0.06 0.07 
Direct Cold High Inland 21-more H High 0.95 0.52 0.21 0.09 0.18 
Direct Cold Low Inland 21-more H High 0.93 0.7 0.16 0.06 0.08 
Direct Cold Coastal 21-more H High 0.91 0.52 0.24 0.08 0.16 
Direct Cold High Inland 21-more L High 0.91 0.8 0.12 0.05 0.04 
Direct Cold Low Inland 21-more L High 0.89 0.81 0.11 0.05 0.04 




















Geared Temperate High Inland 0-20 H High 0.76 0.38 0.12 0.11 0.39 
Geared Temperate Low Inland 0-20 H High 0.66 0.34 0.13 0.11 0.42 
Geared Temperate Coastal 0-20 H High 0.76 0.57 0.12 0.08 0.23 
Geared Temperate High Inland 0-20 L High 0.61 0.57 0.08 0.09 0.26 
Geared Temperate Low Inland 0-20 L High 0.52 0.41 0.1 0.11 0.38 
Geared Temperate Coastal 0-20 L High 0.62 0.69 0.07 0.07 0.17 
Geared Temperate High Inland 21-more H High 0.87 0.25 0.17 0.12 0.46 
Geared Temperate Low Inland 21-more H High 0.82 0.52 0.18 0.09 0.21 
Geared Temperate Coastal 21-more H High 0.81 0.48 0.16 0.09 0.27 
Geared Temperate High Inland 21-more L High 0.75 0.46 0.13 0.1 0.31 
Geared Temperate Low Inland 21-more L High 0.67 0.71 0.11 0.07 0.12 
Geared Temperate Coastal 21-more L High 0.67 0.55 0.15 0.09 0.21 
Geared Cold High Inland 0-20 H High 0.87 0.33 0.1 0.12 0.45 
Geared Cold Low Inland 0-20 H High 0.78 0.32 0.09 0.12 0.47 
Geared Cold Coastal 0-20 H High 0.88 0.52 0.13 0.09 0.26 
Geared Cold High Inland 0-20 L High 0.84 0.54 0.06 0.1 0.3 
Geared Cold Low Inland 0-20 L High 0.77 0.4 0.06 0.12 0.42 
Geared Cold Coastal 0-20 L High 0.85 0.66 0.07 0.08 0.18 
Geared Cold High Inland 21-more H High 0.93 0.22 0.16 0.13 0.49 
Geared Cold Low Inland 21-more H High 0.91 0.46 0.16 0.1 0.28 
Geared Cold Coastal 21-more H High 0.91 0.46 0.16 0.1 0.28 
Geared Cold High Inland 21-more L High 0.88 0.38 0.14 0.12 0.36 
Geared Cold Low Inland 21-more L High 0.86 0.64 0.1 0.08 0.17 




















Direct Temperate High Inland 0-20 H Medium 0.7 0.62 0.11 0.05 0.22 
Direct Temperate Low Inland 0-20 H Medium 0.65 0.83 0.09 0.03 0.05 
Direct Temperate Coastal 0-20 H Medium 0.59 0.7 0.13 0.04 0.14 
Direct Temperate High Inland 0-20 L Medium 0.56 0.59 0.12 0.06 0.22 
Direct Temperate Low Inland 0-20 L Medium 0.47 0.75 0.12 0.04 0.08 
Direct Temperate Coastal 0-20 L Medium 0.49 0.8 0.11 0.03 0.06 
Direct Temperate High Inland 21-more H Medium 0.77 0.7 0.19 0.03 0.08 
Direct Temperate Low Inland 21-more H Medium 0.78 0.78 0.15 0.03 0.04 
Direct Temperate Coastal 21-more H Medium 0.62 0.57 0.23 0.04 0.16 
Direct Temperate High Inland 21-more L Medium 0.71 0.79 0.15 0.03 0.03 
Direct Temperate Low Inland 21-more L Medium 0.69 0.78 0.16 0.03 0.03 
Direct Temperate Coastal 21-more L Medium 0.55 0.77 0.16 0.03 0.04 
Direct Cold High Inland 0-20 H Medium 0.87 0.58 0.11 0.05 0.26 
Direct Cold Low Inland 0-20 H Medium 0.82 0.78 0.11 0.04 0.08 
Direct Cold Coastal 0-20 H Medium 0.81 0.69 0.1 0.04 0.16 
Direct Cold High Inland 0-20 L Medium 0.78 0.54 0.13 0.08 0.25 
Direct Cold Low Inland 0-20 L Medium 0.72 0.69 0.14 0.06 0.11 
Direct Cold Coastal 0-20 L Medium 0.69 0.82 0.09 0.04 0.06 
Direct Cold High Inland 21-more H Medium 0.91 0.67 0.18 0.04 0.11 
Direct Cold Low Inland 21-more H Medium 0.91 0.74 0.18 0.03 0.05 
Direct Cold Coastal 21-more H Medium 0.81 0.64 0.16 0.05 0.15 
Direct Cold High Inland 21-more L Medium 0.81 0.77 0.14 0.04 0.04 
Direct Cold Low Inland 21-more L Medium 0.82 0.77 0.16 0.04 0.03 




















Geared Temperate High Inland 0-20 H Medium 0.54 0.36 0.16 0.07 0.41 
Geared Temperate Low Inland 0-20 H Medium 0.53 0.39 0.15 0.08 0.39 
Geared Temperate Coastal 0-20 H Medium 0.37 0.54 0.16 0.05 0.24 
Geared Temperate High Inland 0-20 L Medium 0.48 0.34 0.12 0.1 0.44 
Geared Temperate Low Inland 0-20 L Medium 0.35 0.31 0.13 0.11 0.44 
Geared Temperate Coastal 0-20 L Medium 0.45 0.66 0.11 0.05 0.18 
Geared Temperate High Inland 21-more H Medium 0.56 0.28 0.21 0.08 0.43 
Geared Temperate Low Inland 21-more H Medium 0.58 0.52 0.24 0.06 0.17 
Geared Temperate Coastal 21-more H Medium 0.4 0.5 0.16 0.06 0.27 
Geared Temperate High Inland 21-more L Medium 0.69 0.23 0.2 0.11 0.46 
Geared Temperate Low Inland 21-more L Medium 0.62 0.59 0.18 0.07 0.16 
Geared Temperate Coastal 21-more L Medium 0.56 0.52 0.19 0.07 0.22 
Geared Cold High Inland 0-20 H Medium 0.74 0.31 0.11 0.09 0.49 
Geared Cold Low Inland 0-20 H Medium 0.75 0.27 0.14 0.11 0.49 
Geared Cold Coastal 0-20 H Medium 0.61 0.54 0.09 0.06 0.31 
Geared Cold High Inland 0-20 L Medium 0.64 0.32 0.08 0.12 0.49 
Geared Cold Low Inland 0-20 L Medium 0.52 0.28 0.1 0.12 0.49 
Geared Cold Coastal 0-20 L Medium 0.61 0.63 0.07 0.07 0.23 
Geared Cold High Inland 21-more H Medium 0.74 0.27 0.13 0.1 0.5 
Geared Cold Low Inland 21-more H Medium 0.75 0.45 0.18 0.09 0.28 
Geared Cold Coastal 21-more H Medium 0.6 0.53 0.09 0.07 0.31 
Geared Cold High Inland 21-more L Medium 0.77 0.24 0.13 0.13 0.5 
Geared Cold Low Inland 21-more L Medium 0.73 0.55 0.13 0.09 0.23 






















Direct Temperate High Inland 0-20 H Low 0.79 0.57 0.15 0.06 0.22 
Direct Temperate Low Inland 0-20 H Low 0.71 0.73 0.16 0.04 0.07 
Direct Temperate Coastal 0-20 H Low 0.76 0.75 0.13 0.03 0.09 
Direct Temperate High Inland 0-20 L Low 0.65 0.48 0.21 0.08 0.24 
Direct Temperate Low Inland 0-20 L Low 0.63 0.67 0.2 0.06 0.08 
Direct Temperate Coastal 0-20 L Low 0.55 0.75 0.14 0.04 0.07 
Direct Temperate High Inland 21-more H Low 0.89 0.61 0.24 0.05 0.1 
Direct Temperate Low Inland 21-more H Low 0.87 0.67 0.24 0.04 0.05 
Direct Temperate Coastal 21-more H Low 0.79 0.61 0.22 0.05 0.13 
Direct Temperate High Inland 21-more L Low 0.73 0.73 0.2 0.04 0.04 
Direct Temperate Low Inland 21-more L Low 0.7 0.71 0.21 0.04 0.04 
Direct Temperate Coastal 21-more L Low 0.59 0.73 0.19 0.04 0.04 
Direct Cold High Inland 0-20 H Low 0.9 0.51 0.12 0.08 0.3 
Direct Cold Low Inland 0-20 H Low 0.83 0.68 0.15 0.06 0.11 
Direct Cold Coastal 0-20 H Low 0.88 0.75 0.08 0.05 0.12 
Direct Cold High Inland 0-20 L Low 0.86 0.5 0.14 0.1 0.27 
Direct Cold Low Inland 0-20 L Low 0.82 0.67 0.16 0.07 0.11 
Direct Cold Coastal 0-20 L Low 0.81 0.78 0.09 0.05 0.07 
Direct Cold High Inland 21-more H Low 0.94 0.57 0.19 0.07 0.17 
Direct Cold Low Inland 21-more H Low 0.93 0.68 0.19 0.05 0.07 
Direct Cold Coastal 21-more H Low 0.88 0.64 0.16 0.06 0.14 
Direct Cold High Inland 21-more L Low 0.88 0.77 0.13 0.05 0.05 
Direct Cold Low Inland 21-more L Low 0.87 0.78 0.14 0.04 0.03 





















Geared Temperate High Inland 0-20 H Low 0.68 0.3 0.16 0.1 0.44 
Geared Temperate Low Inland 0-20 H Low 0.62 0.29 0.17 0.1 0.43 
Geared Temperate Coastal 0-20 H Low 0.58 0.61 0.13 0.06 0.2 
Geared Temperate High Inland 0-20 L Low 0.51 0.39 0.11 0.11 0.39 
Geared Temperate Low Inland 0-20 L Low 0.37 0.33 0.13 0.11 0.43 
Geared Temperate Coastal 0-20 L Low 0.53 0.65 0.09 0.07 0.19 
Geared Temperate High Inland 21-more H Low 0.73 0.21 0.18 0.11 0.49 
Geared Temperate Low Inland 21-more H Low 0.71 0.47 0.24 0.08 0.21 
Geared Temperate Coastal 21-more H Low 0.6 0.53 0.14 0.07 0.26 
Geared Temperate High Inland 21-more L Low 0.73 0.31 0.15 0.12 0.42 
Geared Temperate Low Inland 21-more L Low 0.64 0.64 0.14 0.07 0.14 
Geared Temperate Coastal 21-more L Low 0.62 0.53 0.15 0.09 0.23 
Geared Cold High Inland 0-20 H Low 0.83 0.27 0.1 0.12 0.51 
Geared Cold Low Inland 0-20 H Low 0.79 0.28 0.1 0.12 0.5 
Geared Cold Coastal 0-20 H Low 0.8 0.55 0.1 0.08 0.28 
Geared Cold High Inland 0-20 L Low 0.74 0.4 0.06 0.12 0.42 
Geared Cold Low Inland 0-20 L Low 0.63 0.34 0.07 0.12 0.47 
Geared Cold Coastal 0-20 L Low 0.73 0.63 0.06 0.08 0.22 
Geared Cold High Inland 21-more H Low 0.89 0.21 0.13 0.13 0.53 
Geared Cold Low Inland 21-more H Low 0.87 0.46 0.14 0.1 0.3 
Geared Cold Coastal 21-more H Low 0.82 0.48 0.12 0.09 0.31 
Geared Cold High Inland 21-more L Low 0.82 0.3 0.11 0.13 0.46 
Geared Cold Low Inland 21-more L Low 0.79 0.62 0.09 0.09 0.2 










DECISION SUPPORT TOOL DEVELOPMENT 
 
Step by step application of the decision support tool is given in the following: 
• In the first step, the time-to-failure probability values for all possible combinations based on operational and environmental 
conditions are written from Appendix I into an excel spreadsheet. A part of the data is demonstrated in Figure K1. 
 
 










• In the second step, the time-to-repair probability values for all possible combinations based on operational and environmental 
conditions are written from Appendix I. A part of this data is given in Figure K2. 
 
 















• In the third step, cost of failures based on their durations will be assumed by the user. The default values are given in Table 8.4. 
 
 














• In the fourth step, expected cost of failures for 60 days of operation is calculated using Equation (8.4). 
 
 













• In the fifth step, annual expected failure cost is evaluated assuming number of previous failures is not changed during the year.    
 
 
Figure K5 Step 5 for decision support tool 
 
